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ABSTRACT

The quest to find the most effective approach to teach science has challenged teachers and scholars for decades (Ford, 2012; Kuhn, 2010a; Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007). Unfortunately, the recent push for quality science education in schools has not yet resulted in higher achievement on standardized science assessments in the United States. The increased focus on science in school and the lack of growth on national and international standardized assessment has led to reformed-based policies, such as the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), that ask teachers to teach in a way that emulates the practices of scientific inquiry, including argument-based inquiry.

Current literature suggests that using dialogic feedback is an effective way to promote scientific argumentation in classrooms (Chin, 2007), yet we know very little about what teachers need to know in order to provide effective dialogic feedback in an argument-based inquiry classroom. A type of knowledge that may be essential for teachers to access and use, especially when providing feedback, is one about which little is known: teachers’ task-specific knowledge of learners’ understanding of science concepts. In this study, I used a method for capturing this type of teacher knowledge and explored its relationship to instructional decision-making and, ultimately, to student achievement in science.

Specifically, I examined the links among teachers’ knowledge of students’ understanding of scientific concepts, the type of feedback teachers gave, and students’ science achievement outcomes in classrooms that encourage argument-based inquiry. Teachers’ knowledge of science learners was measured using a teacher judgment
accuracy task. Teachers in the study predicted how well their students would perform on specific items on a science assessment. To tap into teachers’ instructional decision making, the dialogic feedback they provided in a video-taped science lesson was measured using an observational coding scheme developed for this study.

Thirty-three third-through eighth-grade teachers in two moderate-size school districts in the mid-west United States participated in the study. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine the relationships among the variables, and dialogic feedback was found to be a significant predictor of student outcomes on the science section of the Iowa Assessments, accounting for a large amount of the variance in those scores. Judgment accuracy was not a significant predictor of student outcomes and accounted for much less variance in the scores than did dialogic feedback. Interaction effects were investigated through separate moderation and mediation analyses, and neither produced statistically significant results.

Results of this study are discussed in terms of their potential to provide insights into teacher knowledge of learners and an instructional decision-making practice (dialogic feedback). These results have the potential to add to our understanding of teachers’ knowledge of learners, its relationship to instructional decision making, and its role in student achievement. Implications for both preservice teacher education and inservice professional development are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The quest to find the most effective approach to teach science has challenged teachers and scholars for decades (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; Ford, 2010; Kuhn, 2010a;). With the United States moving from a manual-labor to a technology-based work force, effective science education is a high priority for both schools and the private sector. According to the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics, Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) fields have the greatest potential for job growth in the 21st century, and recipients of those jobs will earn higher wages than other fields of work (Lacey & Wright, 2009). During his 2011 State of the Union Address, President Barack Obama called for funding for “100,000 new STEM teachers over the next ten years” (State of the Union, 2011). The President’s focus on STEM teaching has prompted dozens of non-profit organizations to band together to form “100Kin10,” an organization that hopes to improve the number of qualified science teachers in the United States and build a movement to improve STEM education.

Preparing students for careers in science is a potential outcome of science teaching and is one rationale behind the intense emphasis on quality science teaching in school curricula. High school science is traditionally seen as a route to higher education and career choices for those students interested in the field. From this viewpoint, the science may serve two purposes; first, to prepare those who will enter a scientific career with the knowledge and skills needed; and second, to help students to score sufficiently
on college entrance examinations and thus improve their chances of success in those courses.

A second rationale for the current emphasis on quality science teaching is to develop a scientifically literate population. From this viewpoint, the goal of school science is to provide an education that will be of value to students over a lifetime, regardless of their careers, and thus highlights the scientific needs of all students. Scientifically literate individuals tend to be described as being able to solve problems for health and survival, understand complex issues in a civic way, participate more fully in debate and decision making, as well as being motivated to know about science as a human endeavor (Bybee & McInerney, 1995; Deboer, 2000). With many of the world’s 21st century political issues becoming more science-based (e.g. climate change, pollution, medical decision making) the importance of having a scientifically-literate population has never been greater.

Unfortunately, the push for quality science education in schools over the last few decades has not produced higher achievement on national science assessment measures. According to the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) science scores revealed slight, but not statistically significant, gains from 2009 – 2011 (Martin, Mullis, & Foy, 2012). The Trends in International Math and Science Study (TIMSS) report claims that there is no measurable difference among the average science scores of U.S. students in grade 4 in 1995 (542), 2007 (539), and 2011 (544). Similarly, there is no measurable difference between the average science scores of U.S. students in grade 8 in 2007 (520) and 2011 (525; Martin et al., 2012). Data gathered from the top performing
students in the United States is not encouraging either: only 10% of U.S. 8th graders reach the advanced science level on the TIMSS exam. In contrast, 25% of 8th graders in China and 32% of 8th graders in Singapore reach the advanced science level on the TIMSS (Martin et al., 2012).

Despite the stagnant science assessment results of the NAEP and TIMSS as an aggregate, some science education researchers have reported an improvement of student achievement on standardized science assessments after teachers have developed an enhanced understanding of a targeted teaching approach and/or improved instructional decision making practices (Hand, 2009; Kahle, Meece, & Scantlebury, 2000; Marx et al., 2004; Scruggs, Mastropieri, Bakken, & Brigham, 1993). Because of the pressing need to enhance U.S. students’ understanding of science and their performance on standardized assessments a detailed look into aspects of quality science teaching is needed.

This study examined two variables that may be related to the effectiveness of science teaching. It focused on a form of teacher knowledge, teacher judgment accuracy, as well as instructional decision making, and examined their predictive relationships with student outcomes on a standardized assessment. An overview of the problem will be presented next, followed by a detailed discussion of the two predictor variables, judgment accuracy and instructional decision making.
Theoretical Framework

The act of science is a practice grounded in argumentation (Anderson, 2002). Scientific argumentation has been described as an attempt to validate or refute a claim on the basis of reasons that reflect the values of the scientific community (Norris, Philips, & Osborne, 2007). During the processes of scientific inquiry, scientists make claims based on observable evidence, and clarify, with explanation of the evidence as related to the claims (Kuhn, 2010a). Other scientists often make rebuttals, pointing to other evidence that counters the evidence from the previous claim. The key aspects of this interaction are that any scientific claims coming from an investigation must be based on empirical evidence, and that evidence must be justified as connected to the claims. The dialogical nature of scientific discourse practiced among scientists is a key reason reformed-based science standards established by the National Research Council (NRC) and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) suggest teachers employ classroom practices that promote students constructing arguments from evidence and critiquing each other’s claims through negotiation (NGSS Lead States, 2013). The practice of scientific argumentation, practiced by actual scientists, has been suggested as an activity students in science classrooms should emulate (Ford, 2012; Hand, 2007; Kuhn & Crowell, 2011; National Research Council, 2012). The role of argument as a framework for classroom instruction will be discussed in the next section.
Argument-Based Inquiry

Science education plays a vital role in preparing students for various aspects of their future lives: thinking logically and critically, making decisions involving scientific information both personally and as active citizens and, for some, pursuing a career in science (Benchmarks for Science Literacy, 1993; Duschl et al., 2007; NRC, 2012). Teachers who educate students with these goals in mind, place a special emphasis on teaching the skills of inquiry to students. Learning through inquiry involves the skills needed to ask questions, conduct investigations, generate data, create models, interpret evidence from first-hand investigations, and make evidence-based claims (NRC, 2012). If taught well, the process of inquiry asks students to engage in critical thinking, interpret data, and to consider alternative explanations of evidence (Ford, 2012; Sandoval & Reiser, 2004).

A specific type of inquiry that asks teachers to explore the dialogic interactions of the process of inquiry is argument-based inquiry. Asking students to construct arguments from evidence has been an extensively supported goal in national-level science education policy (Duschl et al., 2007; NGSS Lead States, 2013; NRC, 2012). These policies have asked teachers to promote classroom practices that move beyond experiments and investigations, and towards practicing science argumentation. According to the NGSS “Students should engage in the practices of asking questions, planning and carrying out investigations, analyzing and interpreting data, constructing explanations, and engaging in argument from evidence” (NGSS Lead States, p. 49). Research on how to enact reform-based teaching practices most effectively has suggested that teachers embrace a
role that promotes autonomous learning practices, like negotiating evidence with peers, and moves away from authoritative, or directive lecture (Hargreaves, 2013).

Asking students to engage in explanations of scientific phenomena through argumentation creates opportunities for students to engage in multiple aspects of scientific inquiry while building their science knowledge. When students participate in scientific argumentation they are provided with a context and a foundation for the process skills of inquiry. In addition, due to the nature of argumentation, students necessarily practice the critical thinking skills that are vital to inquiry, as they need to evaluate evidence and critique alternative explanations (Kuhn & Crowell, 2011; Hand, 2009; Ford, 2012). As students engage in the process of critiquing each other’s claims, the act of communicating and justifying explanations plays a central role in their inquiry, underscoring key aspects of the nature of science.

Teachers who use instructional decision making practices aligned with the theoretical framework of argument-based inquiry have the potential to practice the skills required to think critically and to address the two previously mentioned rationales for the emphasis on quality science teaching being taught in school. First, skills of scientific argumentation align with the commonly held notion that scientific claims are empirical, tentative, and negotiated by the most rigorous standards of peer-review until accepted by the scientific community (Bricker & Bell, 2008). Shaping a student’s epistemological and ontological views of scientific knowledge construction may help equip them with the skills required in a profession in the field of science. Second, an understanding of how
the scientific community determines what is accepted as scientifically viable would increase the scientific literacy of the population as a whole.

Engaging students in the act of scientific discourse requires teachers to structure their pedagogy from a learning theory that allows students to build their own understanding and knowledge of the world, through experience and reflecting on those experiences. The learning theories of constructivism and social-constructivism fit the model described above and will be discussed in further detail in the following sections.

Constructivism

Constructivism is a theory of epistemology that argues that human learning occurs through an active process in which people construct their own subjective representations of reality through their experiences (Reigeluth, 1999). There are two major strands of the constructivist perspective: cognitive constructivism and social constructivism. Cognitive constructivism suggests that ideas are constructed by individuals through a personal process, in contrast to social constructivism whereby ideas are constructed through interactions with other individuals such as teachers and other peers (Powell & Kalina, 2009). Whereas the two perspectives differ in their emphases, they share many common perspectives about teaching and learning (Jonassen, 1999). proposed several characteristics that both cognitive and social constructivist learning environments share; specifically, they, “… allow for multiple representations of content, emphasize knowledge construction instead of knowledge reproduction, emphasize authentic tasks, provide learning environments such as real-world settings or case-based learning,
encourage thoughtful reflection on experience, and allow collaborative knowledge
collection through social negotiation” (p. 35). The framework of this study is based on
social constructivism which will be discussed further in the next section.

Social-Constructivism

Social constructivism, developed by Vygotsky, emphasizes the collaborative
nature of learning. Vygotsky (1978) rejected the assumption of cognitivists such as Piaget
who separated learning from its social context. Vygotsky, instead, argued that all
cognitive functions originate in, and must therefore be explained as products of social
interactions. According to his view, learning is not simply the assimilation and
accommodation of new knowledge by the learner; but is rather the process by which
learners are integrated into a knowledge community.

Vygotsky believed that culture gives the child the cognitive tools required for
development (Scott, 2008). Adults, such as parents and teachers, are channels for the
tools of the culture, which include cultural history, social context, and language
(Reigeluth, 1999). The major theme of Vygotsky's theoretical framework is that social
interaction plays a fundamental role in the development of cognition. Vygotsky (1978)
stated that: "Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice: first, on the
social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between people (interpsychological)
and then inside the child (intrapsychological)” (p. 57). The interpsychological plane
Vygotsky discussed suggests that language can be used as a tool for learning (Scott,
2008).
Vygotsky’s view of knowledge construction parallels the practice of the scientific community and their acceptance of what is considered a viable scientific claim. Similar to a child negotiating a new concept with peers on the interpsychological plane, actual scientists discuss hypotheses within their respective research circles and argue about what ideas warrant further investigation. Once negotiated on a social plane, scientists internalize the interaction, which leads to further discourse based on the interpretation by the scientist. Teachers who use pedagogy aligned to argument-based inquiry encourage students to mimic similar actions in the classroom.

Thus far, the introduction to the study has reviewed the nature of science as an act of constructing and critiquing scientific claims through a form of argumentation, described a pedagogical framework that uses student dialogue as a tool for learning, provided a description of a learning theory within which the pedagogical approach is situated, and explained how this framework addresses the two rationales for why science is taught in school. In the following sections, the two predictor variables that were used in the study, judgment accuracy and instructional decision making, will emerge from reviewed literature as a type of teacher knowledge and a factor related to quality science teaching, respectively.

Teacher Knowledge

The notion that teachers possess different types of knowledge, and that having mastery of these diverse knowledge bases is required for effective teaching, has been studied extensively over that last few decades. A typology of these knowledge bases was
put forth by Shulman (1986, p. 8) when he described a framework for Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK):

1. Content Knowledge
2. General Pedagogical Knowledge
3. Curriculum Knowledge
4. Knowledge of Learners
5. Knowledge of Educational Contexts
6. Knowledge of Educational Ends
7. Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)

Shulman introduced PCK as teachers’ “own special form of professional understanding” (Shulman, 1987, p. 8). Shulman (1987) claimed that the emphases on teachers’ subject knowledge and pedagogy were being treated as commonly exclusive areas in education research. The practical consequence of this exclusion was the teacher education programs in which a focus on either subject matter or pedagogy dominated. To address this dichotomy, he introduced PCK as a way of bridging content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. Shulman (1986) acknowledged that much is known about how teachers manage their classrooms, organize activities, allocate time, structure assignments, ascribe praise and blame, formulate the levels of their questions, plan lessons, and judge general student understanding. What was missing from the research were “questions about the content of the lessons taught, questions asked, and the
explanations offered” (Shulman, 1986, p. 7). Shulman’s identification of pedagogical content knowledge spawned a shift in emphasis among researchers to studying PCK and its relationship to effective teaching (e.g. Hill, Ball, & Schilling, 2008).

However, the fourth type of teacher knowledge Shulman (1986) identified, knowledge of learners, has not received as much attention as PCK. Little research has been conducted on teachers’ knowledge of their own students, yet it may also be critical for effective teaching. Previous research on knowledge of learners has come in the form of creating PCK models that include some or all of Shulman’s knowledge bases. For example, Park and Chen (2012) explored the nature of the integration of five components of PCK (Orientations toward Teaching Science, Knowledge of Student Understanding, Knowledge of Instructional Strategies and Representations, Knowledge of Science Curriculum, and Knowledge of Assessment of Science Learning) by tracking the development of each in a small group of expert science teachers. Park and Chen (2012) found that the most common pattern across the teachers’ PCK Maps was Knowledge of Student Understanding and Knowledge of Instructional Strategies and Representations. The researchers suggested that the teachers’ understanding of student understanding and corresponding teaching strategies were the two variables that were the most influential in moderating classroom instruction (Park & Chen, 2012). Previous research on PCK variables also suggests that teachers’ knowledge of student understanding is critical to the development of other PCK variables. Clermont, Krajcik, and Borko (1993) and Loughran, Berry, and Mulhall (2012) indicated that teachers’ familiarity of student understanding such as presumptions, learning complications, and reasoning types in a
particular domain enabled the development of their PCK. Although Park and Chen
(2012) subsume knowledge of learners under PCK, in the proposed study, I return to
Shulman’s original typology and examine knowledge of learners as a distinct form of
teacher knowledge.

The Role of Knowledge of Learner in Argument-Based Inquiry

Reform-based science-education theoretical frameworks (e.g., argument-based
inquiry, argument-driven inquiry, discovery learning, student-driven inquiry) and
teaching approaches (e.g., the Science Writing Heuristic, the Five Es) suggest that K-12
students should emulate the practices of actual scientists. Some science education
scholars have suggested that replicating the vocation of science in a classroom may not
be feasible (Ford, 2012). Nonetheless, nearly all agree that teaching the skills of
questioning, inquiry, data evaluation, generating claims, and making conclusions in the
context of science are all worthwhile endeavors (Ford, 2010; Ford, 2012; Green & Luke,
These interactions, that help students construct claims based on evidence, is the primary
aspect of interest when attempting to replicate how actual scientists make rational
decisions.

Implementing the skills of inquiry in students with fidelity requires teachers to
acquire pedagogical tools that stretch beyond being able to deliver a traditional didactic
lecture. Over the last half-century, most research in science education has focused on
facilitative teacher-dialogue (Duschl et al., 2007; Kuhn, 2010b; Sadler, 2006), student-
centered inquiry (Bybee et al. 1989; Hand, 2007) conceptual change (Hewson, 1992; Hewson & Hewson, 1984; Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982) and how students develop scientific reasoning skills (Brown & Wilson, 2006). All of these research efforts embrace a constructivist learning approach based on the belief that learning occurs as learners are involved in a development of meaning making and knowledge construction in contrast to passively receiving information.

A teacher applying an argument-based inquiry approach in his or her classroom would, in theory, allow students to search for answers to questions and produce an explanation based on their understanding of the problem at the time. We can conjecture that if the teachers acquire knowledge of their learners, they would then provide feedback and moderate future lessons based on their knowledge of their students’ understanding. Teachers who are experts in using this type of teaching in a science classroom should have extensive knowledge of how their students reason through problems, the students’ ability to construct a scientifically valid claim, and their overall understanding of the concepts taught (Bruner, 1961; Tobin, 1993). Most science education researchers would agree that a strong knowledge base of student understanding is critical for quality constructivist-based science teaching, but no research could be located that has empirically investigated this type of teacher knowledge. Further, teachers simply acquiring knowledge of student understanding is likely not a determining factor for student success in a classroom; how teachers utilize this information and adjust their instructional decision making may be additional critical factors for promoting academic success.
Teacher Acquisition of Knowledge of Learners

A synthesis of two meta-analyses of inquiry teaching (Hattie, 2009) found that an inquiry-based approach resulted in improved student performance in science classrooms. Notably, inquiry teaching increased the amount of time students spent in labs, negotiating, and knowledge construction, and decreased the amount of teacher-led discussions in classrooms. Hattie (2009) claimed that these instructional practices improved student retention on assessments and improved students’ critical thinking skills.

The role of the teacher in argument-based inquiry classrooms, which aligns pedagogically with inquiry-based classrooms, has been described similarly by Sawyer (2006), Hand (2007), Perkins, (2009), Ford (2010), Duschl et al. (2007), and Jonassen, (1999) as: modeling and nurturing the development of habits of minds, encouraging divergent thinking that leads to more questions from the students, valuing and encouraging student responses, effectively exploring the causes and appropriately guiding the learner when their responses convey misconceptions, making student assessment an ongoing part of the facilitation of the learning process, and requiring students to express their understanding of the content and asking them to provide evidence to validate their claims.

The literature on the argument-based inquiry philosophy suggests that effective teachers possess a high level of information about the knowledge of learners because student ideas drive instruction and constantly need to be challenged and revised as they proceed through the learning process. Thus, argument-based inquiry presumes that
teachers already have high levels of knowledge of learners. However, these assumptions have not yet been validated through quantitative research. This study was the first of its kind to attempt to quantify knowledge of learners in science teachers and to evaluate its predictive relationship to student outcomes. Knowledge of learners in the study is viewed as a tool used to guide classroom instruction and lesson planning. To capture a quantifiable measure of knowledge of learners, a judgment accuracy task, described below, was used.

**Teacher Judgment Accuracy**

*Teacher judgment accuracy*, which is discussed at length in Chapter 2, has been described as an ability to judge student characteristics correctly and is part of a broader set of skills known as “diagnostic competence” (Artlet & Raush, 2014). Judgment accuracy has also been referred to as a teacher’s ability to accurately predict task demands of their students (Anders, Brunner, & Krauss, 2011). Judgment accuracy tasks are considered a way to measure teachers’ knowledge of learners because these tasks require teachers to predict student outcomes on assessments. To accurately predict how their students will perform on assessments, teachers would need to acquire knowledge of learners.

The type of judgment accuracy task utilized in this study was the item-specific hit-rate task. The item-specific hit-rate requires a teacher to predict the actual items a student would answer correctly on an assessment. Hit-rate tasks are interesting because the level of understanding a teacher must have about their students’ understanding of the
concepts taught must be high. Karing, Pfost, and Artelt (2013) noted that hit rate tasks use “an indicator of all the available information of the judgment of individual students’ performance on individual tasks (p. 280).” Thus, the task-specific hit rate takes into account how accurate teachers are at predicting student outcomes on exact items on an assessment, giving a more detailed report of the teachers’ understanding of specific skills the student has mastered (Artelt & Rausch, 2014).

The item-specific hit rate was chosen from a range of tasks used to measure judgment accuracy because it examines teachers’ knowledge of learners at the most specific level. Access to this information can provide insights into how well teachers can predict their students’ comprehension of the content taught in the classroom, and the degree to which they can predict each individual student’s level of understanding. A framework for how the task specific hit rate relates to the constructs previously discussed is presented below:

![Flow chart showing how the task specific hit rate measures the knowledge base of knowledge of learner.](image-url)

*Figure 1 – Flow chart showing how the task specific hit rate measures the knowledge base of knowledge of learner.*
Quality Science Teaching

A definitive model of effective science teaching has not yet been established by the science education community, however, the vast majority of published research in science education is consistent with the idea that social constructivism should guide teacher pedagogy (Ford, 2012; Hand, 2009; Kuhn, 2010b; Leach & Scott, 2002 McComas, 1998). As mentioned earlier, argument-based inquiry was chosen as a part of the theoretical framework because this teaching approach mimics the cognitive practices of actual scientists and has potential to improve the scientific literacy of students.

Previously discussed teacher roles in an argument-based inquiry classroom suggest that teachers take on a facilitative role to guide student inquiry. Teacher feedback is an instructional decision making practice that teachers utilize in this facilitative role that has been found to have significant impact on student learning, and may be an index of teachers’ understanding of quality science teaching (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). This study examined teacher judgment accuracy as a measure of what teachers know about students, and feedback as an index of what they do with that knowledge. The instructional practice of dialogic feedback will be described in the next section.

Teacher Feedback

Shute (2008) defined feedback as “information communicated to the learner to modify his or her thinking or behavior to improve learning” (p. 82). Hattie (2009) claimed that many possible “agents” (e.g., teacher, peer, book, parent, self, experience) could provide the feedback information regarding aspects of one’s performance or
understanding. Winne and Butler (1994) described the role of feedback in a classroom as follows: “feedback is information with which a learner can confirm, add to, overwrite, tune, or restructure information in memory” (p. 5740).

One way to measure a teacher’s ability to facilitate student knowledge construction is to evaluate the type of feedback given to the students. Research on teacher feedback in science classrooms that lead to greater student knowledge construction and performance on assessments suggests that a dialogic approach by the teacher is most appropriate (Chin, 2007; Hackling, Smith, & Murica 2010; Scott, Mortimer, & Aguiar, 2006).

Dialogic teaching, or feedback that follows a dialogic pattern, embraces the power of talk to arouse and extend students’ thinking and improve their learning and understanding (Alexander, 2006). It is logical to predict that teachers who use dialogic feedback in their classroom will have the ability to more precisely diagnose students’ needs and assess their progress (Alexander, 2006). In this way, teacher feedback should be related to a teacher’s knowledge of his or her own students.

The effects of teacher feedback, as a moderator of outcomes on assessment, have been studied extensively. According to Hattie (2009), feedback is one of the most influential instructional decision practices a teacher performs with respect to student learning and outcomes on assessment. In his large meta-analysis, Hattie (2009) claims that feedback had “effect sizes that were twice the size of other instructional influences” (p. 83). In another meta-analysis of teacher feedback, Murphy, Wilkinson, Soter,
Hennessey, and Alexander (2009) report that “dialogic discussion approaches produced strong increases in the amount of student talk and concomitant reductions in teacher talk, as well as substantial improvements in student comprehension” (p. 740). Thus, according to these meta-analyses, teacher feedback plays a large role in effective teaching.

A framework for the second predictor variable is offered below. In Figure 2, dialogic feedback flows out of instructional decision making, which is an aspect of argument-based inquiry pedagogy that is situated within social constructivist learning theory.

![Figure 2 – Framework for the second predictor variable.](image)

**Rationale for Predictor Variables**

Throughout the introduction a justification has been made for further study of teacher judgment accuracy and dialogic feedback patterns in science classrooms. The main hypothesis examined in this study was that a combination of knowledge of learners
measured by teacher judgment accuracy) and instructional decisions based partly on that knowledge (dialogic feedback) would be related to student achievement.

The teacher judgment accuracy variable was intended to measure the depth of the teachers’ knowledge of learners (KOL). Teachers who accurately predict how well their students will perform on assessments theoretically have gained access to their students’ understanding of the concepts taught during the lesson. However, it is possible that a teacher could gain access to KOL through didactic lecture and repeated formative assessment in the form of similar multiple-choice quizzes. These instructional choices are not endorsed by the NRC (2012), the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), nor the effective science practices endorsed by the NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Further, high judgment accuracy does not indicate the teacher is moderating his or her instruction based on the data or is addressing the individual needs of the students in the classroom. Evaluating each student by his or her level of understanding of the content assessed on each item will require the teachers to search their schema of their understanding of their knowledge of learners of each student. However, being able to predict student outcomes does not indicate whether the teacher is employing interventions to help struggling students; it is simply a measure of the level of understanding of the students’ knowledge of the subjects taught in the unit.

The dialogic feedback measure is also a variable that alone, may not have predictive power. Teachers who score high on the dialogic feedback measure may demonstrate an ability to facilitate classroom discussion among peers, but this practice alone may not be enough to improve student understanding. Whereas the instructional
decision making practices aligned with dialogical teaching may improve student learning, there will always be students in a classroom who do not fully comprehend a lesson. Without knowledge of learners, a teacher may over- or underestimate students’ understanding of the lesson and move on without addressing students’ needs or misconceptions. Strength in knowledge of learners should allow a teacher to better tailor his or her instructional decisions to students.

The model for effective science teaching used in this study was one in which teachers gained access of knowledge of learners through various interactions. The teacher then tailored instruction based on students’ understanding or misconceptions. Subsequent instruction was dialogic in nature (i.e., a student expresses a misconception and instead of correcting the student, the teacher asks the student to provide evidence of his or her claim) but did follow a step-by-step format. Instruction would instead change based on the teacher’s knowledge of learners, which I predicted should lead to enhanced student outcomes. A framework for this interaction is shown in Figure 3 below.

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 3 – Framework for teacher/student interactions and data collection*
Student Assessment

The outcome variable in this study was student achievement on the science section of the Iowa Assessments. The Iowa Assessments were chosen because standardized tests are objective in nature. Standardized tests are often scored electronically by individuals who do not directly teach the student. They are also developed by experts and questions undergo a review process to remove bias.

Student achievement on standardized assessments is important for a number of reasons. First, if one of the goals of science education is to prepare students for careers in STEM fields, it is likely those students will need, minimally, a bachelor’s degree from an institution of higher learning. Entrance into colleges and universities requires minimum scores on standardized assessment for incoming freshman and if students plan on pursuing graduate degrees, many STEM fields require high scores on the Graduate Records Examination (GRE).

Second, while some areas of the country are reporting gains in science scores on national exams, overall U.S. students’ scores are stagnant or declining. Improved scores on standardized testing across the country would reflect an improvement of scientific knowledge, thus working towards the second rationale for the focus on school science, which is to foster the growth of a scientifically literate population.

Research on the effects of inquiry teaching in science on student outcomes on standardized tests is limited, but initial findings are promising. Marx et al. (2004) report improvement in standardized science scores, knowledge of the content, understanding of
the process, and overall achievement of over 8,000 students, when an inquiry approach was implemented in a large inner-city school district. In a similar study, middle school teachers who used an inquiry approach increased the achievement scores of African American students, and narrowed the achievement gap between male and female students (Kahle et al., 2000).

In the studies cited above and others like them (e.g., Taylor et al., 2011) the moderating variable influencing student outcomes was the ambiguous term “inquiry.” In the study, teachers were evaluated at a much more precise level, as I examined how their knowledge base and instructional decision making was related to student outcomes. A model displaying how the predictor variables flow from the literature as well as their predicted relationships is offered below in Figure 4.

![Figure 4- Model of two predictor variables and the outcome variable.](image)

*Figure 4- Model of two predictor variables and the outcome variable.*
Statement of the Problem

Contemporary science education research has placed a premium on student-centered inquiry for decades. Most science education scholars agree that student ideas and questions should drive instruction and that students should construct their understanding by developing claims that are backed with evidence (Duschl et al., 2007; Ford, 2012). However, little is known about how accurate science teachers actually are at knowing their students’ understanding of the concepts taught. Further, little is known about how teachers use this knowledge to adapt their teaching practices.

These problems motivated this study for two reasons. First, there are gaps in science education research regarding the teacher knowledge base of knowledge of learners. Teachers who value their students’ ideas and use them to scaffold instruction should gain access to both their students’ knowledge of the subject and the cognitive paths they took to arrive at their conclusion. Studies regarding these claims have not yet been published in the science education literature so the current study adds a missing piece to this literature and could lead to future studies evaluating how a teacher uses knowledge of learners to moderate instruction.

Second, this study evaluated the relationship between dialogic feedback and knowledge of learners on student outcomes. Previous research on dialogic teaching has claimed improved student outcomes (see Anderson, 2002). Most of these claims evaluated the teacher/student dialogue and have focused on how the teacher promotes discussion among students. This study went a step further and evaluated the level of
knowledge of learners, by measuring teachers’ judgment accuracy, and the degree of
dialogical teaching, by measuring teacher feedback, to determine if there is any predictive
relationship among these two variables and student outcomes.

Research Questions

1. What amount of variance does teacher judgment accuracy and dialogic feedback
   predict, with respect to student outcomes on the science portion of the Iowa
   Assessments third through eighth grade?
2. Does judgment accuracy moderate the relationship between teacher feedback and
   student achievement?
3. Does dialogic teacher feedback mediate the relationship between judgment
   accuracy and student achievement?
CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Judgment Accuracy

Teacher Judgment Accuracy (JA) has been described as an ability to judge student characteristics correctly and is part of a set of skills known as “diagnostic competence” (Artlet & Rausch, 2014). It has also been referred to as a teacher’s ability to accurately predict task demands of their students (Anders et al., 2011). Teacher judgments of student achievement play a key role in many significant classroom decisions, including instructional preparation, differential grouping, recommendations, and retention (Eckert, Dunn, Codding, Begeny, & Kleinmann, 2006; Hoge & Butcher, 1984; Meisels, Bickel, Nicholson, Xue, & Atkins-Burnett, 2001). The ability of teachers to access an accurate representation of student achievement is widely understood to be essential for effective instruction, as it allows teachers to give necessary feedback and adapt their instruction to match student needs (Behrmann & Souvignier, 2013; Karing et al., 2013 Leinhardt, 1983).

Teachers’ JA goes beyond accurately predicting students’ outcomes on summative assessments; it may play a role in their understanding of students’ comprehension of the lesson taught, which many consider a core aspect of adaptive teaching. Teaching in such a manner involves collecting information about students and adjusting lesson planning so individual needs of each student are met (Vogt & Rogalla, 2009). Published literature suggests adaptive teaching is an effective way to improve
outcomes on summative assessments (Brühwiler & Blatchford, 2011, Tobin & Llena, 2010, Parsons, 2012). Without accurate knowledge of their students’ understanding of the content and concepts taught teachers may not be able to adapt their teaching practices to meet their students’ needs. This information is important so lessons are taught at an appropriate level and students do not disengage because the lesson is too easy or difficult.

Given the importance that teacher JA plays in daily instructional decision making it is surprising that such little research has been conducted regarding this interaction. Current literature on teacher JA has identified two primary variables that affect the accuracy of teacher judgments, methodological variables and moderating variables (Hoge & Coladarci, 1989; Südkamp, Kaiser, & Möller, 2012).

Variables classified as “methodological” are categorized by the way the measure was collected. The studies in the two meta-analyses are methodologically alike because each contains a variable representing a teacher's judgment of a student's academic performance and examines that prediction of student performance on a standardized achievement test.

Moderating variables are external variables that impact the accuracy of teacher judgment of students' academic performance. These variables represent a process or a factor that alters the impact of an independent variable on a dependent variable. Typical moderator variables could include the sex of the teacher or student, age of the teacher or student, culture, or language proficiency of the students. The impact of both variables on JA will be discussed next.
Methodological Variables

Hoge and Coladarci (1989) categorized the methodological variables in the sixteen studies used in their meta-analysis as: direct versus indirect evaluations, specificity of the JA task, and norm-referenced versus peer independent judgment. Südkamp et al. (2012) reviewed 75 studies and identified similar methodological variables, but expanded to include two more. Their methodological variables were informed versus uninformed, number of points on a rating scale, instruction specificity, norm-referenced versus peer-independent, and domain specificity. Each of these methodological variables is described below.

Directness. The directness of the evaluation or judgment refers to the way in which teacher judgments were evaluated. Direct evaluations typically correlate teachers' judgment of a student's performance on a specific assessment with the student’s actual performance on the assessment. For example, a teacher might be asked to predict students’ scores on an upcoming math assessment; then the students’ performance would be compared to the predictions. An indirect JA task would ask the teacher to make a prediction of students’ performance that is not directly measuring their outcome on an actual assessment. The students would still complete the assessment, but the original prediction by the teacher would be more global. For example, correlating teacher judgment of students' general intellectual ability to students' actual score on a specific reading measure would be an indirect method. Another example would be a teacher grouping students into “high,” “middle,” or “low” groups and then comparing those groupings to student performance on an assessment. In each example the teacher was
asked to make a prediction about general ability, not student performance on a specific assessment.

According to Hoge and Coladarci’s (1989) meta-analysis, in studies that used indirect judgments, the judgment/criterion correlations ranged from 0.28 to 0.86; the median correlation was 0.62. In contrast, the studies involving direct assessments generated a range of judgment/criterion correlations of 0.48 to 0.92, with a median correlation of 0.69. Although the medians are similar for direct and indirect judgments, there are far fewer low correlations for direct judgments, suggesting these tasks produce more accurate judgments.

Informed versus uninformed. Südkamp et al. (2012) used a slightly different categorization of directness in their meta-analysis claiming that: “The main difference between direct and indirect judgments is that teachers are either informed or uninformed about the test or the standard of comparison on which their judgment is based” (p. 745). The data Südkamp et al. (2012) gathered indicated higher correlations between students’ academic achievement and informed teacher judgments (mean effect size = .76) than uninformed teacher judgments (.61). The vast majority (88%) of the studies in the Südkamp et al. (2012) meta-analysis identified uninformed JA tasks as a methodological variable. This larger sample size could be a reason why the correlation scores are lower. In both meta-analyses the median scores for direct or informed JA tasks was higher than indirect or uniformed suggesting that teachers can predict their students’ outcomes more accurately if they know the task criterion.
Specificity. Judgment specificity refers to the explicitness with which teachers provide their estimate of students' academic achievement. Both meta-analyses categorized JA tasks into categories based on their degree of specificity. Studies in the Hoge and Coladarci (1989) meta-analysis that utilized tasks ranging in specificity revealed a wide range in scores. The median correlation coefficient fell between .28 and .92 (see Table 1). Hoge and Coladarci (1989) found a high median correlation for all levels of specificity (see Table 1), however it should be noted that their study only looked at 16 published articles at the time, with a disproportional number using the lowest level of specificity.

Similar to Hoge and Coladarci (1989), Südkamp et al. (2012) used the same categories of specificity in their meta-analysis. Overall, the mean score for all levels of teacher judgment specificity was high in both meta-analyses (Hoge & Coladarci [1989] \( r = .61 \), Südkamp et al. [2012] \( r = .63 \)). A more detailed description of JA task specificity will be discussed below.

JA specificity tasks have been labeled in the ascending degree of specificity as: rating, ranking, grade equivalences, number correct on a given measure, and item responses or hit rate. As the specificity of the JA task increases the teacher’s level of detailed knowledge about the student must also increase (Artelt & Rausch, 2014). JA tasks of low specificity (ratings or rankings) require less detailed knowledge of student capability. These types of tasks may ask teachers to rate students into global categories (e.g. low, middle, or high), or rank students in comparison to their peers. Mid-level specificity tasks (grade equivalency) require the teacher to activate a more detailed
prediction of their students’ academic ability. Teachers would need to use information that students have provided in past interactions (i.e. assessments, informal discussions, journal writing) specific to the task to predict how they will score on future assessments. JA tasks of high specificity require the most detailed level of teacher cognizance. The fourth-most specific JA task is the number of correct responses assessment. In this task teachers would make direct judgments of their students’ performance on an assessment by predicting the number of items the students will answer correctly. The most specific JA task will be discussed below.

The item-specific hit-rate requires a teacher to predict the actual items a student would answer correctly on an assessment. Hit-rate tasks are interesting because of the level of understanding about a student that a teacher would need to accurately make the prediction. Karing et al. (2013) noted that hit rate tasks use “an indicator of all the available information of the judgment of individual student’s performance on individual tasks” (p. 74). Thus, the task-specific hit rate takes into account whether the tasks that were evaluated by the teachers are the same tasks that were performed by the students; giving a more detailed report of the teacher’s understanding of specific skills the student has mastered (Artelt & Rausch, 2014). Teachers who have the ability to make predictions at hit rate specificity would need students to first make their understanding of the content available to them and then they would need to utilize this information in a way that was beneficial to the learner. An example of this would be a teacher asking an open-ended question to elicit information about student understanding, then utilizing that information
to construct feedback that prompts a deeper, more thoughtful response from the student to determine if the student actually has conceptual understanding of task.

The two upper-level specificity tasks (number of correct responses and hit-rate tasks) require more acute detection skills than the three JA tasks of lower specificity. Although the two upper-level tasks differentiate themselves from mid and low-level specificity tasks in terms of detailed knowledge the teacher must have of the student there is a small, yet possibly significant, difference between the two. On a number of correct responses task a teacher may accurately predict that a student will correctly answer seven out of ten questions correctly, but if the student misses three different questions than the teacher predicted the level of knowledge that the teacher has of the student’s understanding may not be as accurate as the score indicates. If the questions on the assessment are heterogeneous a mismatch of correct responses may further confound the results. The task-specific hit rate eliminates this possible variance because predictions are item specific.

Literature focusing on hit rate tasks is very limited. In the two studies Hoge and Coladarci (1989) evaluated, Coladarci’s study (1986) only had eight teachers (five third grade and three fifth grade) and Leinhardt’s study (1983) involved just 11 teachers and 11 novices (non-teachers or pre-service). In the Südkamp et al. (2012) meta-analysis, studies using hit-rate were not included, presumably because of the lack of studies that utilized this variable. According to Südkamp et al. (2012) the group of the lowest specificity, ratings, is most commonly utilized in JA studies (86.8% of the studies in their meta-analysis used ratings). It is not clear why the majority of the JA studies have used
global ratings instead of more specific indicators of student knowledge, but it is possible that the outcomes of the studies did not require a specific judgment.

The lack of empirical studies of teacher diagnostic sensitivity at the task-specific hit-rate level was a central motivation of this study. The teachers’ ability to make more specific judgments may require a deeper understanding of student comprehension. Learning how teachers achieve diagnostic competence at the highest level of specificity was an important factor of teacher knowledge to study, because it may be possible that teachers who understand students’ competence at an item-specific level may be more competent at utilizing adaptive teaching practices.

Table 1- Results from Hoge and Coladarci’s (1989) meta-analysis, judgment specificity domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
<th>r score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratings</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade equivalents</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of correct responses</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Based Judgments</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Norm-referenced vs. peer-independent judgments. In addition, teacher judgments may differ in whether they are norm-referenced or peer-independent. Norm-referenced
judgments require teachers to make a judgment of each student's ability in comparison to his/her peers, or a norm group, whereas peer independent judgments required teachers to predict their students' achievement without a comparison group. Hoge and Coladarci (1989) evaluated this variable in their meta-analysis but found no substantial difference between correlations. The median correlation for norm-referenced judgments was .68 and peer-independent judgments was .64. Norm-referenced judgments typically would be tasks of low specificity since the teacher is required to compare a student to his or her peers. Low specificity does not necessarily mean that the teacher is less aware of student ability. For instance, if a teacher scored high on a norm-referenced rank order judgment of their students’ ability in division fluency it would indicate they know which students are “high,” “medium,” and “low” and hopefully the teacher could adapt future lessons appropriately. However, if a teacher scored high on a similar task of the students’ general ability in “math,” it would not indicate specific areas where low students need improvement. Peer-independent judgments would almost always be tasks of middle to high specificity and would require teachers to predict specific outcomes of each individual student. Südkamp et al. (2012) noted that peer-independent teacher tasks may “lead to higher correlations between teacher judgments and students’ academic achievement, because this approach allows teachers to focus on each student individually, preventing judgment biases due to the achievement of other students in the class” (p. 745).

In the Hoge and Coladarci (1989) meta-analysis, for studies using peer-independent ratings, the median score was $r = 0.68$, with a range from $r = 0.67$ to 0.72;
for norm-referenced judgments, the median correlation was $r = 0.64$, with a range from $r = 0.28$ to 0.92. Similar to the Hoge and Coladarci (1989) meta-analysis, Südkamp et al. (2012) found no statistical significance for the methodological variable of peer-independent versus norm-reference JA tasks. In this study, peer-independence would not yield enough details about the type of judgment. Peer-independent judgments require the teacher to focus on an individual student, but the specificity of the judgment could vary from global to item-specific.

**Points on a rating scale.** Südkamp et al. (2012) also evaluated the global ranking of rating scales. The researchers found a large disparity in the number of points on a rating scale ranging from 2 – 100. Ratings with a large number of categories allowed for a more detailed judgment while those with a low number of points offered a more global judgment. The effect of the number of points on the rating scale was not statistically significant.

**Domain specificity.** The final methodological variable used in the (Südkamp et al., 2012) meta-analysis was the precision of the teacher judgment as an inclusive academic ability or specific domain (i.e., mathematics or language arts). Most studies that assessed a domain specific JA task evaluated language arts/reading or mathematics. Only a few studies have looked at teacher JA in science and social studies (i.e., Hopkins, George, & Williams, 1985; Wright & Wiese 1988) and those studies included aggregated students’ math and reading scores. Thus, no published studies could be located that looked at teacher JA in the domains of science or social studies. These findings alone raise questions about how teacher JA affects instructional decision making in science
classrooms. Science is a discipline that many believe is best taught through an inquiry approach. Any effective inquiry-based science teaching approach focuses heavily on the individual student’s conceptual understanding of the lesson (Berland & Reiser, 2009; Hand, 2007; Hand, 2009; Kuhn, 2010a; Kuhn, 2005; NRC, 2012), suggesting that teacher JA may be a potential critical component of effective science teaching.

Accurate scores on JA tasks of global academic ability provide teachers a general sense of their students’ academic competence, but do not provide the teacher any useful knowledge of their domain specific ability. A student may have advanced mathematical skills, but have poor language arts capability. A global judgment of this student would not help address his or her shortcomings or possible advanced placement. Even a global judgment of overall ability in a specific domain provides limited information for the teacher because it is unlikely that the student exceeds expectations in all areas of that domain. In the (Südkamp et al., 2012) meta-analysis, 27.4% of the studies were based on judgments of overall academic ability, 23.2% on judgments of an academic ability in one subject, and 49.5% on judgments of a specific academic ability within a subject. None of the studies in the meta-analysis were carried out in the domain of science. This leaves many questions unanswered about what teachers know about their students’ understanding of their science lessons and how accurate teachers are at predicting their students’ ability to perform on a standardized science test.

The reason the domain of science was investigated in this study was based on the epistemological belief of many science education researchers that science is a discipline rooted in argumentation. Students engaging in argumentation with their peers has been a
focus of much scholarship in science education (e.g. Berland & Reiser, 2009; Hand, 2009; Kuhn, 2010b). Many researchers believe that science is a social process that constructs knowledge in and through people (Kuhn & Crowell, 2011; Newton, Driver, & Osborne, 1999). It is through language that students may come to understand science. Language is essential for scientists to explain and argue for their ideas. Real scientists use language not only for inquiry but also as an inquiry approach (Wallace, Hand, & Prain, 2004). Language is a critical component of the ways in which one becomes literate in science (Jiménez-Aleixandre & Erduran, 2011). A teacher who allows more frequent peer-to-peer science argumentation opportunities in the classroom may have access to information that reveals a student’s true conceptual understanding of the topic. Analyzing the effects of teacher feedback on the specificity of teacher JA would be a first-step in understanding how effective science teachers obtain information from their students that they deem useful for future instruction.

**Summary of Methodological Variables**

In both meta-analyses only one methodological variable moderated teacher JA at a statistically significant level: direct versus indirect (or informed vs. uninformed) judgments. As noted earlier, Südkamp et al. (2012) distinguished between the two terms because informed versus uninformed studies are confounded by judgment specificity. In their meta-analysis, they found that considerably more studies used uninformed judgments than informed judgments. Also mentioned earlier, Hoge and Coladarci’s (1989) results were not as profound as those of Südkamp et al. (2012), but in both meta-analyses teachers were more accurate at predicting direct or informed judgments.
Even though the sample size is small, the data from the meta-analyses suggests that teachers are more accurate at predicting their students’ outcomes when they know the specific criterion that they will evaluate. Teachers’ ability to make more specific predictions on informed/direct JA tasks may mean they have obtained detailed knowledge about their students’ understanding of the task, but until the variable of specificity is evaluated more closely the claim does not warrant much merit. Further, the purpose of this study is not to investigate whether teachers are more accurate predictors of student achievement. Instead the purpose of this study is to determine whether teacher JA plays a role in their instructional decision making and how these variables are affected by teachers’ feedback patterns. If teachers are better at predicting direct judgment tasks then it may mean they have obtained specific information about their students through their instructional decision making practices. Questions still remain about how the teachers made these decisions and what influenced them.

**Moderator Variables**

Several studies have found teacher experience (e.g., Leinhardt, 1983), academic subject area (Demaray & Elliott, 1998; Dohert & Conoll, 1985; Eckert et al., 2006; Sharpley & Edgar, 1986; Wright & Wiese, 1988), sex of students (Dohert & Conoll, 1985; Hoge & Butcher, 1984; Sharpley & Edgar, 1986), and student achievement level (Coladarci, 1986; Demaray & Elliott, 1998; Feinberg, & Shapiro, 2003; Leinhardt, 1983) have no statistical significance and impact the accuracy of teacher judgment. These data are promising because they suggest that outside influences do not seem to sway a teacher’s ability to predict students’ academic capability. There have, however, been a
few studies that looked at the moderator variable of teacher instructional decision making practices and how it affects student outcomes.

**JA, Moderator and Methodological Variables, and Student Outcomes**

The majority of studies mentioned previously in the two meta-analyses indicate that teachers’ judgments correlate fairly highly with the academic performance of their students: in their 1989 meta-analysis, Hoge and Coladarci reported correlations between $r = .28$ and $r = .92$, with a median correlation of $r = .66$. In the Südkamp et al. (2012) study, the Fisher’s z-transformed correlations ranged between $r = -.03$ and $r = 1.18$, with a median correlation of $r = .53$. Although the median correlation score for both studies is fairly high, two points should be made. First, the vast majority of studies in both meta-analyses were studies in which the teachers were asked to complete tasks of low judgment specificity and the extreme range between scores suggests teachers are making decisions in their classroom that allow them either more or less access to their students’ content knowledge.

Currently, there have been only a few studies that have examined the relationship between these variables (see Table 2). Karing et al. (2013) looked at the relationship between task-specific hit rate, how individualized teachers presented their lessons, and student outcomes, measured by a short scale consisting of four items. The Likert-type response scale ranged from 1 (“I disagree”) to 4 (“I agree”). The teachers also reported how they used structuring cues in their lesson by assessing three items on a Likert-like scale and self-developed items (an example item is: “I summarize the lesson so they can
remember the gist”). The Likert-type response scale ranged from 1 (“never”) to 4 (“very much”). The teachers were also asked to complete two JA tasks with varying methodological variables (rank order and task specific hit rate). Karing et al. (2013) reported German language teachers showed a mean task-specific hit rate of $M = 0.66$ ($SD = 0.11$), implicating that they could accurately judge 66% of their students’ answers in the domain of reading. Task specific hit rate had a significant positive relation with the development of students’ reading literacy. For teachers who used a high degree of individualization during lessons, Karing et al. (2013) found a “Significant positive relation between the task-specific hit rate and the development of students’ reading literacy, but teachers who applied a low degree of individualization, the task-specific hit rate was not significantly related to the development of students’ reading literacy” (p. 279). Karing et al. (2013) reported significant positive relations between rank-order JA and students’ reading achievement. They did not observe this in the group with a low degree of individualization or in the group with a high degree of individualization. The data in this study indicated the group of students that showed the highest achievement in literacy had teachers who displayed high JA on tasks of the greatest specificity (hit-rate) and taught lessons that were very individualized. Rank order and individualization did not seem to make a significant difference in the students’ achievement in literacy. It could be interpreted that these teachers obtained very specific information about each student and utilized that information in a way that was beneficial to each student.

Behrmann and Souvignier (2013) looked at how teacher feedbacks and task specific hit rate affected student reading outcomes. The study found that a high number
of feedbacks and high JA produced significant gains in student achievement, low feedbacks and high JA produced much lower achievement gains, and high feedbacks and low JA produced no growth at all.

In a similar study, Helmke and Schrade (1987) evaluated the correlation of teacher structuring cues and diagnostic sensitivity at the hit rate level and determined whether it affected student growth on standardized assessments. Cognitive growth was highest when high JA was combined with high frequency of structuring cues. When JA was low, high or low frequency of structuring cues didn't make a difference. Neither diagnostic sensitivity nor the mere frequency of structuring cues appeared to affect cognitive growth substantially. High achievement gains were associated only with a combination of both. The group that performed the lowest on student outcomes was the group that had high JA and low structuring cues. The final finding was somewhat puzzling because studies have shown that students of teachers that display high JA typically score high on academic assessments (Coladarci, 1986; Demaray & Elliott, 1998; Karing et al., 2013). It should be noted that the moderator variable in the Helmke and Schrader (1987) study was measured by simply quantifying the number of structuring cues. There was no measure of the quality of the interaction between the teacher and student (see Table 2). Helmke and Schrader (1987) mentioned it is possible that if the teacher has high JA and does not do anything with the information (i.e. observes that a student doesn't understand the information, but just continues with the instruction and doesn't provide feedback to the student) it could cause lack of motivation and thus poor performance on assessments.
Table 2 - Summary of the findings in the three studies that evaluated JA moderator and methodological variables and student outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Moderating Variable</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karing et al., (2013)</td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>High Individualization of lesson</td>
<td>High Hit Rate</td>
<td>*Significant Gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>Low Individualization of lesson</td>
<td>High Hit Rate</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>High Individualization</td>
<td>High Rank Order</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>High Individualization</td>
<td>High Rank Order</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>Low structuring cues</td>
<td>High Hit rate</td>
<td>*Significant Gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>Low structuring cues</td>
<td>Low hit rate</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>High structuring cues</td>
<td>High Hit Rate</td>
<td>No significant Gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>High Structuring cues</td>
<td>High Hit rate</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>High and Low structuring cues</td>
<td>High and low rank order</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behrmann &amp; Souvignier (2013)</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>High feedback</td>
<td>High Hit Rate</td>
<td>*Significant Gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Low Feedback</td>
<td>High Hit Rate</td>
<td>Lower gains, not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>High Feedback</td>
<td>Low Hit Rate</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helmke &amp; Schrader (1987)</td>
<td>Math</td>
<td>High Structuring Cues</td>
<td>High Hit Rate</td>
<td>*Significant Gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Low Structuring Cues</td>
<td>High Hit Rate</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Low structuring cues</td>
<td>Low Hit rate</td>
<td>No significant gains</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary and Potential Design of JA Interactions

Teacher judgments of student achievement may have a considerable impact on students’ learning experiences and academic potential. Many professional decisions are based on teacher judgments of student characteristics and knowledge; for example, decisions related to ability grouping, adaptive teaching, and grade allocation (Eckert et al., 2006).

Published literature on teacher JA has reported that teachers are fairly good predictors of student outcomes on tasks of low specificity. Some researchers (i.e., Llosa, 2008) have argued that teachers may be accurate collective predictors of student achievement but not at the level of specific content areas or standards. The literature on teachers’ ability to make item level predictions is so scarce it is difficult to make any claims about how this ability is developed or how accurate teachers really are at this level of specificity.

In the two meta-analyses of teacher JA the only methodological variable that revealed any statistical significance of variance was direct/indirect or informed/uninformed. It would be logical to assume that tasks that were uninformed or indirect would be tasks of low specificity, like ratings or rank order. Conversely, it would be nearly impossible to ask a teacher to make a prediction on tasks of high specificity (number of correct responses or item-level judgments) and keep the teacher unaware of the students they were judging. The statistical discrepancy of direct/indirect –
informed/uninformed judgments found in the two meta-analyses may be influenced by the level of specificity of the JA task.

As a practicing teacher and future researcher what is most interesting is examining how teachers obtain information from their students, what they do with that information, and if certain instructional decision making practices allow the teachers access to a greater understanding of their students’ knowledge of the topic.

A potential model for how a teacher obtains information about his or her students is offered by Funder’s (1995) Realistic Accuracy Model (RAM). Funder (2012) described the RAM model as a way to “achieve accurate judgments based on behavioral information detected by a judge, who utilizes that information correctly” (p. 177). He went on to explain that the RAM model “describes the process that connects a personality trait of a person with a correct judgment of that trait in the mind of a perceiver” (p. 179).

The four conditions Funder (1995) described are: relevance, availability, detection, and utilization. The RAM model provides a framework for understanding how the teacher/student interaction could present itself in a classroom and how the teacher could acquire knowledge of students’ understanding of the lesson. The first three conditions, and their relation to teacher JA, will be discussed briefly and a more in-depth description of the fourth condition, utilization, and how that condition includes aspects of the previous three will be discussed. A short description of how teachers’ instructional decision-making practices may affect the four conditions of the RAM model will also be included.
Relevance. Artlet and Raush (2014) described relevance as the first condition for accurate teacher judgments. They claim “In order to be able to arrive at an accurate judgment of a student’s characteristics, the student must reveal some kind of information that is informative about the respective characteristic” (p. 33). The student must reveal something that is relevant to the objective of the lesson. If a teacher asks a question about force and the student provides an explanation about energy the revealed information would not be useful to the goal of capturing the designed outcome. Students can reveal information in a variety of ways (i.e., quiz, test, writing, dialogue); this information is critical for the teacher to make an accurate judgment of their understanding.

Availability. In order for the teacher to access information about student understanding the information must be available (Artlet & Raush, 2014). If the information is not available to the teacher it will be impossible for the teacher to form an accurate judgment of the students’ understanding and to adapt future lessons that fit the students’ needs. The exchange must happen in a context that the teacher shares with the student in order for the information to be available. For example, if students feel comfortable explaining their understanding with peers in small groups, but not in front of the entire class the teacher may miss the more private interactions and inaccurately judge the student’s understanding of the lesson.

Detection. In the third condition of the RAM model, teachers must detect what information is important for future teaching. Examining the relationship of a teacher’s score on a JA task of high specificity and the teacher/student interactions may reveal something about their ability to detect relevant information about the student. Similar to
availability the student and teacher must share a context in order for the teacher to accurately detect the student’s understanding. If the primary focus of a teacher’s lesson is a lecture it would be unlikely that he or she would have keen detection skills of the students’ comprehension. Once the information is detected by the teacher the next step is executing something with that information.

**Utilization.** The fourth, and most relevant condition for the proposed studies is utilization. A key aspect of the teacher/student relationship is what the teacher does with the information obtained from the student. “Teachers have to correctly utilize the relevant, available, and detected information, and interpret it accurately, in terms of what it implies about the child’s competence” (Karing et al., 2013, p. 35). The more detailed information a teacher has about his or her students the more data he or she will have to make decisions about future instructional choices. A teacher could score high on a global JA task but not be able to detect specific areas of weakness, recognize acquired skills and knowledge that the student has that the teacher could build upon, or utilize information gained from the student in a meaningful way. A teacher with high JA on a task of high specificity may have the information needed to adapt future lessons, but simply gaining access to the information does not mean the teacher necessarily utilizes it in a way that benefits the student.

An example of positive utilization might start with asking students to write in a journal to express their ideas about how light allows humans to see objects (relevance); the students then share their ideas with the teacher through dialogue or their writing (availability); and the teacher now has a clear picture of the student’s pre-teaching beliefs
(detection). Next, the teacher may ask the students to collect evidence to support their ideas through experiments or reading the science book (utilization). In this way the teacher has used previously gathered information about students’ understanding to inform his or her instructional decision making. A model for these interactions was created by Funder (1995) and is shown in Figure 3 below. In the next section a description of how a teacher’s instructional decision-making practices could affect each component of the RAM model will be discussed.

![Figure 5 – Model of RAM interactions (Funder, 1995, p. 659)](image)

**Teacher Instructional-Decision Making Practices**

The decision-making practices that teachers make will have a major impact on how students initially reveal their understanding of the lesson. A teacher who delivers didactic teaching and only asks students to demonstrate their understanding through
standardized quizzes and tests would ask students to reveal different information than a teacher who asks students to indicate their understanding through informal writing, small group dialogue, or classroom experiments. It is possible that a teacher’s instructional decision making practices may impact their ability to accurately predict their students’ outcomes on JA tasks of varied specificity. For example the former teacher might gain access to specific information if an item analysis of the assessment was done. The latter may ask students to reveal different information through a variety of techniques that are more personal to the learner and may illustrate different information. The pedagogical choices that the teacher makes will likely result in different ways students present their understanding. These pedagogical choices may also moderate the way a teacher proceeds with instruction.

The instructional decision making practices of a teacher also have an impact on how available the information is to the teacher. For instance if a teacher only makes information about student understanding available through quizzes and tests there is a possibility that the student may misinterpret the instructions of the test question (i.e., failure to notices negatives in the questions) or have test anxiety. The students’ actual understanding of the material may not be available to the teacher causing the teacher to make inaccurate judgments about the student. If the teacher does not have accurate information available to them it will be difficult to enact adaptive teaching and the JA ability of the teacher will likely be lower. It is possible that teachers who use practices that allow for greater variety of access to student understanding (i.e., allowing students to raise questions and negotiate their understanding with peers or teachers having longer
dialogical interactions with students by asking a series of probing questions) may make
students’ understanding more available to them. In the RAM model, relevance and
availability are primarily responsibilities of the student. The teacher can influence the
ways that students reveal and make available their understanding of the lesson, but
ultimately it is the student’s job to present their knowledge to the teacher. The final two
steps of the RAM model involve what the teacher does with the information obtained in
the first two steps.

Once the student makes their understanding available it is the teacher’s
responsibility to detect the relevant information made available to them. A teacher who
uses lecture and makes student understanding available via quizzes and tests may score
high on JA tasks of a global level of specificity, but if they do not detect the area in which
an individual student is struggling then their ability to help that student will be limited.
For example, if that same student scored 6 out of 10 on a math quiz on subtraction and
the teacher simply re-taught the lesson using the same techniques they might have missed
the fact that the student missed four problems where they had to borrow across a zero. If
the teacher had detected the mistake the re-taught lesson could have a much bigger
impact on the student. It is possible that teachers who score high on JA tasks of high
specificity may be better detectors of their students’ understanding. In contrast, if a
student demonstrated that they understood certain aspects of the lesson a teacher could
use that information and build upon it to help them further understand the goals of the
unit.
The ability to simply detect accurate student understanding of the lesson would likely not result in student success on summative assessment. In the next step the teacher would need to “do” something with this information. Scoring high on a hit-rate JA task would provide empirical evidence that the teacher has specific knowledge of his or her students’ understanding. Depending on the task it may also provide evidence that the student has demonstrated content and conceptual understanding of a topic. For example, depending on the construct of the task a science teacher who asks students to explain why a dropped tennis ball does not bounce back to its original dropping point may or may not be able to detect if the student understands the concept of energy transfer. If the student can explain that energy from the moving tennis ball was transferred to sound and heat energy when it struck the floor it would demonstrate that they understand energy transfer in this single phenomenological example. If the student was only asked to reveal and make available their understanding of this single observation it would not provide the teacher with their students’ conceptual understanding of energy transfer. But if the teacher asked the student to provide another example of this concept it would give the teacher a better picture of the student’s conceptual understanding, thus making them better predictors of the students’ success on future assessments.

The feedback that the teacher provides to the student has the potential to moderate the type of information that student reveals and makes available for the teacher to detect and utilize. There may be certain instructional decision making practices that allow teachers greater ability to detect student understanding and teacher JA ability may play a role in this.
The level of specificity that a teacher can predict his or her students’ understanding and the decisions that they make with that information is an area that little research has been conducted and was motivation for this study. Three areas of interest in this study are the methodological variable of specificity, moderator variable of teacher feedbacks with students and the domain of science.

Knowledge of student understanding of the content is critical for teachers to predict student achievement with any accuracy. However, as found in the literature review, student achievement on assessments was not optimal with only high teacher JA. Students achieved success when their teachers had high JA and another moderator variable. In this study the moderator variable that was evaluated was teacher feedback. In the next section teacher feedback will be discussed.

**Teacher Feedback**

This section will examine the role teacher feedback plays in enhancing student discourse, improving scientific reasoning, and shifting student perceptions of scientific phenomena from everyday views and everyday reasoning to scientific views and scientific reasoning. The section will review published literature of the effectiveness of teacher feedback in science classrooms and examine how teacher feedback can situate the epistemological framework of the classroom into a “Vygotskian” social-constructivist environment where students construct their learning through negotiation. Feedback definitions will be introduced as situated in science classrooms framed by inquiry, discuss Vygotsky’s Social-Constructivist Learning Theory and Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD) and how they are related to teacher feedback, investigate different levels of feedback evaluated in numerous meta-analyses and their impact on students’ cognitive growth, look at patterns of teacher feedback (specifically dialogical and authoritative), and discuss how a science teacher deals with the delicate balance of allowing students’ everyday knowledge and reasoning to guide instruction and still introduce the science content agreed upon by the scientific community. The section will begin with a working definition of feedback and a theoretical framework for teacher feedback in science education based on Vygotsky’s Social Constructivist Theory.

**Feedback**

Shute (2008) defined feedback as “information communicated to the learner to modify his or her thinking or behavior to improve learning” (p. 156). Hattie (2009) claimed that many possible “agents” (e.g., teacher, peer, book, parent, self, experience) could provide the feedback information regarding aspects of one’s performance or understanding (p. 81). Winne and Butler (1994) described the role of feedback in a classroom as, “feedback is information with which a learner can confirm, add to, overwrite, tune, or restructure information in memory” (pp. 5). These definitions and characteristics of feedback are not specific to science education, but contain aspects that many science education researchers would deem effective in promoting effective learning in a science classroom. Specifically, Winnie and Butler’s (1994) view that feedback can be information that is tentative and is open to interpretation is a pattern of thinking that scientists use when presented with new information. This view of feedback in a science classroom will be discussed below.
Many reformed-based movements in science education have called for students to engage in classroom practices that align with practices of actual scientists (Ford, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013; NRC, 2012). This idea of making classroom practices more authentic is not new and can be traced back to Dewey’s vision of “psychologizing” the curriculum (Shulman & Quinlan, 1996). Dewey believed that school curricula would combine teachers instructing students to learn the intellectual activities of experts in the discipline’s field, along with aspects of how authentic learning occurs within the discipline, while meeting the needs of students (Shulman & Quinlan, 1996). Some have debated the merits of having students act as scientists or if students can be considered members of the scientific community (Ford, 2012), but there is little debate in science education that all students can engage in the practices of scientific reasoning and scientific negotiation if given the opportunity (Bricker & Bell, 2008; Duschl et al., 2007). If science teachers want to emulate how authentic discourse and feedback occur in the scientific community this pattern of communication warrants further discussion and will be discussed in the next section.

**Feedback in the Scientific Community**

The scientific community, like all communities of practice, exists to build upon and improve the current understandings and beliefs of the community. In order to move forward the community must decide what the aim of the practice is and what will be considered knowledge (Ford, 2010). When new claims challenge the beliefs of the community these ideas are met with the scrutiny of peer-review. A “new” idea cannot be considered until it can be proven to be more than a single occurrence or a
phenomenological event that does not fit into a model or pattern that has been accepted
into law. Kuhn (1970) called this process “normal science,” and the behavior of the
scientific community has followed this social pattern for centuries. A key aspect of
normal science is that the discourse yields no single voice authority to govern over the
community of scientists (Kuhn, 1970). Feedback between scientists is rarely
authoritative and typically throughout the peer-review process scientists are asked for
evidence to back their claims, scrutinized about their data collection process, or asked if
their overall ideas fit the scope of practice of the discipline (Lemke, 1990).

Therefore, the practice of science, although complex in the specific details, is
actually simple in its basic structure. Scientists attempt to explain accounts of nature and
negotiate with other scientists about these accounts, drawing on information they have
gathered on nature's behavior (Ford, 2012; Gross, 1990). After the community of peers
comes to a consensus of the negotiated account, the original claim either becomes a part
of the community’s knowledge or is rejected (Kuhn, 1970). The practice of the scientific
community can be used by teachers as a learning tool in the classroom. These practices
and how teachers can use feedback to help students engage in similar practices of the
scientific community will be discussed in the next section.

**Teacher Feedback Practices That Promote Student Dialogue**

The previous summary of how actual scientific discourse occurs provided an
example of how science is not a static collection of knowledge but is rather a dynamic
and complex result of many dimensions of social negotiation. Yet, many teachers enact
curriculum that asks students to only consider one view of scientific phenomena. It would be easy for teachers to argue that the views of the scientific community are settled on most topics (i.e., gravity or energy) so training students to "fit into" a static social position is appropriate as long as they receive the correct information. The counter argument to this claim is that actual scientists never accept new information as passive receivers and always consider their beliefs as tentative (Ford, 2008; Ford, 2012; Hand, 2009; Hand, 2007). Packer (2001) argued that schools need to “recognize their responsibility for preparing students to transform themselves instead of focusing exclusively on the transfer of isolated skills, concepts, or strategies across static contexts” (p. 74). Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that if the goal of a classroom science teacher is to prepare students to become scientists or to think “scientifically” using a pedagogical approach that promotes convergent thinking or a static view of science is not the most effective choice. Some of the feedback patterns that follow this approach will be discussed in the following section.

Shute (2008) classified teacher feedback patterns that matched the previously mentioned divergent views as verification and elaboration. Verification feedback patterns simply state whether the claim is “correct” or “incorrect.” Teachers who use verification feedback typically provide the correct answer to students when they give an incorrect answer, and the teacher attempts to focus the class on one point of view (Shute, 2008). Elaboration feedback provides students information in the form of cues or prompts that guide the learner toward a better understanding of the topic (Shute, 2008). Teachers who use patterns of elaboration feedback would look for, and build upon the knowledge that
the student already has instead of looking for knowledge that the student is missing. Shute’s elaboration pattern of teacher feedback would likely be a better fit for teachers who are attempting to mimic the practices of the scientific community. Published research has maintained that a more facilitated elaborative teacher approach to feedback has obtained more positive results on student outcomes than a verification approach (Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, Kulik, & Morgan, 1991; Black & Wiliam, 2010; Hattie & Timperly, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Shute, 2008; Kluger & DeNisi, 1998). This review of literature on effective feedback in science education has led to the working definition that will be used in this paper.

**Working Definition of Feedback.**

For the purpose of this study feedback will be considered as: Information shared between teachers-students that helps guide the further construction of scientific ideas and the scientific process. Most information that is shared between teachers and students occurs through dialogue, however ideas can also be communicated through writing, drawing, graphs, or other modes of communication, so the term “information” was chosen as a more inclusive term than “language.”

In the next section a theoretical framework based on Vygotsky’s Social Constructivist Theory will be provided. Vygotsky’s theory was chosen because it is consistent with the previously mentioned patterns of social discourse in which practicing scientists engage. Most science education researchers believe these patterns of scientific
dialogue should be emulated in the classroom so students have the opportunity to establish a sense of scientific reasoning (Duschl et al., 2007; Ford, 2008).

**Vygotsky Social-Constructivist Theory**

Vygotsky believed that culture provides children the cognitive tools needed for development (Scott, 2008). Adults such as parents and teachers are channels for the tools of the culture. These tools of culture provides a child the ability to learn through their history, social context, and language (Scott, 2008). The chief theme of Vygotsky's ZPD framework is that social interaction plays a major role in the development of cognition. Vygotsky (1978) stated: "Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between people (interpsychological) and then inside the child (intrapsychological)” (p. 57). The interpsychological plane Vygotsky discussed suggests language can be used as a tool for learning (Scott, 2008). Hedegaard (2001) expanded on Vygotsky’s view:

In Vygotsky's theory, learning is a social process that takes place between people. He conceptualized learning as internalization of social interactions in which communication is central. Learning takes place in social interaction in a specific context which comes internalized by a person. By internalization, Vygotsky did not mean copying but transforming the external interaction to a new form of interaction that guides the child's actions. Internalization does not directly mirror the external social relations; it is a transformed reflection. (pp. 16-17)

It is possible that a teacher’s feedback pattern can influence the actions that occur along the interpsychological plane in a classroom. If the teacher’s feedback follows a verification pattern then the discourse will primarily be between teacher and student. Asking the student to develop their learning on this social plane may be difficult because
most students do not view their teacher as a peer, but rather a source of knowledge that has already gone through the process of knowledge acquisition (Ford, 2012; Ford, 2008; Scott, 2008). Verification feedback patterns would most likely skip the interpsychological learning stage and ask students to internalize the teacher’s dialogue on the intrapsychological stage. Teachers who use verification feedback may ask students to talk in small groups, but if the outcome of the small groups discussion is always trumped by the teachers’ authority the motivation to participate in the dialogue may decrease because ultimately their ideas are considered second tier (Hewson, 1992; Hand, Yore, Jagger, & Prain, 2010).

Shute’s (2008) elaboration feedback patterns value the interpsychological stage calling for practices that probe, cue, and promote dialogue between students before introducing the content of the discipline. In fact, one of Shute’s feedback guidelines that enhances student learning asks a teacher to provide feedback after the learner has attempted to solve the problem with his or her peers (Shute, 2008). This type of feedback would likely build upon the ideas negotiated among social groups (interpsychological) and then ask students to individually reflect upon their experience (intrapsychological).

These two brief examples, elaboration and verification, illustrate how the type of discourse promoted by the teacher may have substantial effects on students as they construct meaning along the interpsychological plane. Leach and Scott (2002) consider that quality science teaching involves students partaking in a public performance on the social plane provided by the classroom. This performance is initiated by the teacher, but
is enacted by students who must write the “script” for the performance and take the lead in “staging” (Leach & Scott, 2002).

For teachers to know how to guide students along these social planes requires knowledge of another aspect of Vygotsky’s social constructivist learning theory; the “Zone of Proximal Development” (ZPD). This component of Vygotsky’s theory, along with how teacher feedbacks influence movement in the ZPD will be discussed in the next section.

Vygotsky's ZPD exemplifies his belief that learning is, fundamentally, a socially mediated activity (Cleborne, Johnson, & Willis, 1997). Vygotsky believed that thinking and problem-solving skills can be placed into three categories: (1) Skills that can be performed independently by the child, (2) skills that can be performed with help from others, and (3) skills that cannot be performed even with help. The actual ZPD would fall in between 2 and 3. The skills are within the grasp of the child’s ZPD if a child uses these cognitive processes with the help of others, such as teachers, parents, and fellow students; they will develop skills that can be independently performed. The types of teacher feedback used as the child moves through the ZPD may have an impact on how easily students make this difficult transition from skills that can be performed with help to skills that can be performed independently. Teachers who use an elaborative approach to feedback may use language as a tool for scaffolding students’ development during this stage.
The term “scaffolding” was first introduced by Jerome Bruner in the 1950s and was a central theme in his book *The Process of Education* (Bruner, 1960). Bruner believed that scaffolding ensured that children aren't left to their own devices to understand something. Similar to the ZPD the support is removed when the student is ready. The scaffolding approach could be viewed differently depending if the teacher uses a deficit or abundance approach in their classroom.

Viewing a student’s skills through a deficit model has been described as looking for areas of weakness in the student’s learning (Harry & Klingner, 2007). The deficit model focuses on skills that the student does not have instead of the opposing abundance model that focuses on skills that the student already possesses. Teachers who view the student through the lens of the abundance model look for skills that the student has and builds upon them to help bridge the gap between those skills and those not mastered yet (Harry & Klingner, 2007).

It is doubtful that teachers who use either verification or elaboration feedback would question the importance of scaffolding during the second stage of navigating through the ZPD. The divergence of their practice would be highlighted by the type of information provided to the student during this stage. A teacher who practices verification feedback may use a deficit model approach and simply “fill in the gaps” for the student once the teacher has acquired data identifying what the student doesn’t know. Conversely, a teacher who uses elaborative feedback practices may use an abundance model approach, evaluating what knowledge the student has acquired and asking probing
questions that catalyze a student into negotiation with peers, and building towards filling these gaps.

In the next section a more detailed description of teacher feedback will be discussed. The categories will fall under the umbrella of verification and elaborative, but a much more detailed description of each category will be offered. The ZPD will also be re-evaluated in the summary.

**Teacher Feedback in Science Classrooms**

Attempting to understand and improve students’ conceptual understanding of scientific content and the reasoning skills that the students develop has been a major focus in science education over the past several decades. Much of the research has focused on various types of student discourse such as argumentation, explanation, or discussion (Duschl & Grandy, 2008; Duschl et al., 2007; Hardy, Kloetzer, Moeller, & Sodian, 2010; Shute, 2008; Windschitl, Thompson, & Braaten, 2008). However, evaluation of the specific types of teacher feedback patterns in science classrooms has rarely been studied. Most literature in science education over this time has focused on the philosophy of argument-based inquiry (i.e. Jiménez-Aleixandre & Erduran, 2011), peer-peer negotiation (i.e., Ford, 2012), and student outcomes in classrooms that promote scientific dialogue (Keys, Hand, Prain, & Collins, 1999). Little research has evaluated the teacher’s actual feedback to students or on what information the teachers are basing their feedback. Teachers’ feedback may have an impact on teachers’ ability to shape productive classroom discourse by prompting and guiding their students’ engagement.
Under the larger umbrella of verification and elaboration feedback patterns, another level of discourse is authoritative and dialogic approaches (Shute, 2008). An authoritative approach would fall under the verification pattern and dialogic would follow the patterns of an elaboration approach. Both authoritative and dialogic teacher discourse could be interactive and non-interactive. Definitions and examples of all of the mentioned categories will be discussed next.

Authoritative Discourse

In authoritative discourse the teacher's interventions are intended to transmit information, the emphasis is on the authoritative function of teacher talk (Chin, 2007). A key aspect of authoritative discourse is the teacher’s purpose of focusing the students’ full attention on just one meaning (Scott et al., 2006). Teachers who use authoritative discourse have little interest in the students’ pre-instruction beliefs or conceptual understanding. Instead these teachers focus on beliefs held by the scientific community and their dialogue with the students focuses solely on those beliefs. Bakhtin (1981), described this pattern of discourse as; “The authoritative word demands that we acknowledge it; it binds us, quite independent of any power it might have to persuade us...”
internally; instead of functioning as a generator of meaning, an authoritative word demands our unconditional allegiance” (p. 342-343).

Even though the nature of authoritative dialogue is to focus students’ attention on one view, the discourse between teacher and student can be either interactive or non-interactive. An authoritative/interactive approach might involve teachers focusing on one specific point of view and instructing through a question and answer approach, but with the goal of forming a single point of view (Scott et al., 2006). Teachers using this approach would ask for student opinions and answers, but play “guess what’s in my head” games with them, ignoring or rejecting incorrect answers and praising correct responses. The feedback provided to the students still focuses on a single correct answer which is verified and outside ideas are rejected. Teachers who use the interactive/authoritative approach would view their role in Vygotsky’s ZPD as a “knowledge filler” using a deficit model to look for what the students don’t know (via questioning) and then filling the gaps with direct instruction.

A noninteractive/authoritative approach would be the most extreme pedagogical choice for teachers using a verification framework. In this approach the teacher would simply lecture and not accept questions or comments about the lesson (Hardy et al., 2010). It is difficult to determine how a teacher who uses a noninteractive/authoritative approach would view their role in Vygotsky’s ZPD because they would receive no feedback or information about the student’s understanding during the lesson. It is possible that the teacher may collect empirical data through standardized assessments and then re-organize future lectures based on the results of the data they collected. In this case
the teacher would also be using a deficit model, looking for the student’s missing understanding.

In summary, authoritative feedback, both interactive and non-interactive, gives the teacher the most important voice in the classroom (Chin, 2007). Authoritative dialogue does not ask students to compare and explore each other’s ideas (Hardy et al., 2010). In an authoritative classroom ideas or questions which do not contribute to the development of the beliefs of the scientific community are likely to be reshaped or ignored by the teacher. In the next section a contrasting view of teacher discourse, situated within the dialogic framework will be discussed.

**Dialogic Feedback**

In a classroom that promotes a dialogic discourse the teacher encourages students to put forward their ideas, and to explore and to debate different points of view (Scott et al., 2006). Students in a classroom that uses a dialogic approach might be expected to treat the claims of fellow peers and of themselves as thinking devices (Hardy et al., 2010). Instead of accepting dialogue as information to be passively received and stored, they will instead take an active stance toward it by questioning and extending, and by incorporating the statements of others into their own external and internal utterances (Siddiquee & Ikeda, 2013).

The dialogic framework clearly has connections to Vygotsky’s socio-constructivist learning theory. As noted earlier, Vygotsky believed that learning first occurs in a social context on the interpsychological plane. While the authoritative
approach likely skips this plane (or views the interaction of the plane as a teacher-student interaction) and moves directly to the intrapsychological plane, the dialogic approach values the social nuances of learning and uses the ideas and beliefs of students as a starting point upon which to build. Teachers who use a dialogic approach would be more likely to use an abundance model than a deficit model approach. Even though a dialogic approach values student input, it can also be split into interactive and non-interactive categories. These categories will be discussed below.

Teachers who use an interactive/dialogic approach ask students to consider a range of ideas (Scott et al., 2006). Interactive/dialogic teachers pose genuine questions to students as they explore and consider different points of view. Teacher feedback would rarely, if ever, verify whether a student is “right” or “wrong”; instead the teacher would ask students to clarify, generalize, or expand on claims presented to the class (Hardy et al., 2010). Another distinct aspect of interactive/dialogic feedback is teachers welcome and require students to consider different points of view (Duschl & Grandy, 2008). Teachers who use this approach would view Vygotsky’s ZPD as a negotiation between students’ existing beliefs and beliefs of their peers (Scott, 2008). They would view their role in the process as facilitator who questions and probes students to search for a deeper understanding of everyday phenomena. Teachers who use an interactive/dialogic approach would likely use an abundance model to build upon the student’s understanding of the phenomena and help guide it toward a scientific understanding. The larger framework of dialogic feedback seems to require integration, however literature suggests that dialogic feedback can be non-interactive as well.
The key characteristic of dialogic discourse is that it recognizes more than one point of view (Duschl & Grandy, 2008). Teachers who use a noninteractive/dialogical approach would revisit and summarize different points of view, but do so by simply listing them for the student or exploring similarities and differences (Hardy et al., 2010). A teacher may simply start the lesson by listing divergent views of a topic (i.e., some believe global warming is caused by humans, others believe that it is simply nature taking its course) and asking students to research each view. The key difference between interactive and noninteractive dialogic approaches is the voice of the student. In interactive dialogic classrooms the students raise the questions and investigations are based on these questions (Scott, 2008). In a noninteractive dialogic classroom the teacher brings the questions or different views to the students.

Figure 6 provides a summary of the different feedback approaches discussed in the paper thus far. It is likely that an elaborative/dialogic approach is a better fit for Vygotsky’s social-constructivist learning theory than is the verification/authoritative approach. The elaborative/dialogic approach allows for student dialogue to be made available on the interpsychological plane. Vygotsky believed that these interactions had to happen first before students attempted to internalize the information (intrapsychological plane). Teacher feedback and student discourse could be used as a scaffolding tool to help students move along the ZPD and reach the third level where skills are recalled with no help. In the next section the focus of the paper will shift towards published research on the effectiveness of teacher feedback on student outcomes.
Teacher Feedback and Student Outcomes

Morgan (2006) compared feedback to a good murder because effective feedback depends on three things: “motive (the student needs it), opportunity (the student receives it in time to use it), and means (the student is able and willing to use the feedback)” (p. 76). Before feedbacks are discussed any further a reasonable question to ask is: How influential are feedbacks on student learning? Hattie (2009) offered an answer when he
conducted one of the largest reviews of meta-analyses ever published reviewing over 500 meta-analyses from 180,000 studies, representing approximately 30 million students. Hattie (2009) concluded that feedback had twice the average effect size as typical variables related to student outcomes. Hattie (2009) ranked teacher feedback as one of the highest influences on student achievement.

In a more recent meta-analysis Hattie and Timperley (2007) reviewed teacher feedback and concluded that effective feedback must answer three major questions asked by a teacher and/or by a student: “Where am I going? (What are the goals?), How am I going? (What progress is being made toward the goal?), and Where to next? (What activities need to be undertaken to make better progress?)” (Hattie & Timperly, 2007, p. 86). These questions will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

Where am I Going?

Hattie and Timperly’s question focuses on a critical aspect of feedback as the information given to students and their teachers about the accomplishment of learning goals related to the task or performance. According to Hattie and Timperly (2007) teachers need to have a clear understanding of the learning goals and must choose appropriate feedback to reach those goals. If this claim is valid effective science teachers would need to understand that different learning tasks require different reasoning skills. Science reasoning has two basic principles: Inductive reasoning (constructing claims with evidence) and deductive reasoning (explaining or predicting a phenomenon with models; NRC, 2012). Lessons at the beginning of the unit may require teachers to use more
inductive prompts to get students to think about their observations, look for patterns, or generate hypotheses. Later in the unit, teachers may move the lessons in a deductive direction by prompting students to think about related models, theories, or explanations that could be generalized.

How am I Going?

Hattie and Timperly (2007) also recognized that teachers’ feedback must help students realize where they are as they acquire the appropriate skills to complete tasks. They caution that, “Too often, attention to this question leads to testing, whereas this is not the fundamental conception underlying this question” (Hattie & Timperly, 2007, p. 101). Assessment in the form of tests is one method used by teachers to address this question and it often fails to convey feedback information that helps teachers and their students to know “how they are going” (Hattie & Timperly, 2007). In a science classroom teachers could collect information about how the student is going using inductive reasoning prompts that ask whether students’ observations fit any patterns or deductive reasoning prompts about how well students’ ideas fit with the beliefs of the scientific community.

Where to Next?

Hattie and Timperly’s (2007) third question prompts teachers to consider when evaluating their feedback asks where their feedback is directing the lesson. Teachers should not consider simply adding more content when thinking about where to take the direction of the lesson, but instead “The power of feedback, can be used to specifically
address this question by providing information that leads to greater possibilities for learning” (p. 103).

In a science classroom teachers’ feedback could possibly support students’ ability to connect their current understanding to a scientific understanding by scaffolding through the inquiry process. This scaffolding process could improve the students’ understanding of the nature of science and improve their overall scientific literacy.

The three questions, “Where am I going?,” “How am I going?,” and “Where to Next?,” that develop effective feedback provided by Hattie and Timperly (2007) may be more effectively answered by using a pedagogical choice that is dialogic in nature. Hattie and Timperly (2007) claimed that, “feedback has no effect in a vacuum” (p. 82) and the learner must “confirm, add to, overwrite, tune, or restructure feedback in memory” (p. 83). These statements do not align with an authoritative framework that focuses on one possible answer and point of view. A dialogic approach that asks students to consider many possible outcomes would provide the students the opportunity to consider, reject, or modify the feedback provided by the teacher or peer. Teachers may have a blueprint for their units that ends with an authoritative conclusion of what the scientific community currently believes. However, teachers who use a dialogic approach believe that the steps to reach the views of the scientific community involve students constructing their beliefs along the interpsychological plane.
Summary of Feedback

Most feedback studies have focused on students’ psychological changes such as motivation, efficacy, or self-regulation (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Shute, 2008). Research on how teachers’ feedback promotes scientific discourse to enhance students’ reasoning skills has rarely been studied. From this standpoint of discourse, learning science should not be just accumulating scientific knowledge, but should also include the ability to engage in scientific discourse that fosters students’ ability to organize, develop, and evaluate knowledge corresponding to scientific standards (Windschitl et al., 2008).

Helping students develop thinking skills through argumentation has been a widely supported goal in recent science education literature (NRC, 2012, NGSS Lead States, 2013; Wallace et al., 2004). These documents have promoted teaching practices that move beyond experiments and investigations and towards practicing science argumentation. Scientific argumentation, as described in this literature review, can be classified as a process where students engage in a dialogical process where claims are submitted and evidence is provided for those claims. Students also recognize that their claims will be critiqued by their peers and the teacher in an attempt to further the entire classes conceptual understanding of the science taught. A consensus of what is accepted by the scientific community is negotiated by students through listening, reading, writing, and talking (Duschl et al., 2007).

The interactions described above involve a type of teacher/student dialogue that occurs through the use of language. In the scientific community language is the means by
which arguments are constructed, critiqued, and consented to toward understanding its questions, claims, and evidence (Osborne, Erduran, & Simon, 2004; Windschitl, et al., 2008). Using language as a learning tool creates an opportunity where learning science is not only about how to define or label words to explain content or concepts; but rather about the ways in which dialogue can be used to extend students’ conceptual understanding of science. Unfortunately, engaging students in science argumentation rarely occurs in classrooms (Driver, Newton, & Osborne, 2000; Lemke, 1990). As teachers attempt to enact an argument-based inquiry approach in their classroom, they are faced with the task of teaching students skills of amassing, presenting, discussing, and critiquing scientific knowledge. Additionally, complications arise because these skills, when used in science argumentation, are not developed in isolation (Jimenez-Aleixandre, Rodriguez, & Duschl, 2000). If students learn to practice effective science argumentation, they gain new skills of how to use language to explain how, and what they know and in doing so, achieve a greater understanding of the nature of science (Norris et al., 2007). Research conducted in the last decade supports the claim that science argumentation should be a core practice in science classrooms (Berland & Reiser, 2009; Jimenez-Aleixandre & Erduran, 2008; Hand, 2009; NGSS Lead States, 2013; NRC, 2012).
CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This study investigated the relationship between teachers’ use of dialogic feedback and the teacher knowledge of their learners on student outcomes on the science section of the Iowa Assessments. The research design used a non-experimental, correlational design (Johnson, 2001) to examine the relationships of two predictor variables, teacher judgment accuracy (JA) and dialogic feedback (DF), and the outcome variable of student achievement on the science section of the Iowa Assessments in grades 3-8 for the 2014-2015 school year (IASci).

Participants

Thirty-three third- through eighth-grade teachers in two moderate-size school districts in the Midwest United States served as participants in the study. The teachers range from two to 34 years of teaching experience. All of the teachers in the study regularly teach science; however, the third and fourth grade teachers teach self-contained classes and are required to teach all academic subjects. The fifth and sixth-grade teachers teach science and math, and the seventh and eighth-grade teachers exclusively teach science. All teachers teach the same students for the entire school year. The number of teachers for each grade level is as follows: eight, third-grade teachers, eleven, fourth-grade teachers, four, fifth-grade teachers, four, sixth-grade teachers, three, seventh-grade teachers and three, eighth-grade teachers.
For anonymity purposes the districts will be referred to as district A and B in this section. The students in district A come from mostly white, middle-class households. Of the 2,203 students 7.7% are considered in a minority group, and 0.3% are labeled English Language Learners. The number of students eligible for free and reduced lunch in District A is =22.6% and a small number of students live below the poverty line (7.7%).

The students in District B are also mostly from white, middle-class households; however District B does have more students in a minority group, are English Language Learners, or receive Free and Reduced Lunch. Of the 1,614 students 15.6% are considered in a minority group, and 2.9% are labeled English Language learners. District B has more students that receive free/reduced school lunch (49.8%) and live below the poverty line (17.1%) than District A does. The variance in student populations was accounted for using an “At-Risk” variable, which will be discussed later in the procedures section.

In accordance with the University of Northern Iowa Institutional Review Board, teachers were invited to participate in the study and were informed that they will be asked to record a 45-minute video of themselves teaching a science lesson. They were also informed that they will be asked to predict how five students in their class would perform on an assessment. Only teachers who read and signed the University of Northern Iowa Institutional Review Board consent form were included in the study. Seven teachers declined to participate in the study.
Materials

Data was collected on two predictor variables: (1) teacher feedback, and (2) teacher judgment accuracy; and an outcome variable of student achievement in science. A description of the materials used and how the data was collected will be used is discussed in the following sections.

Development of a Teacher Feedback Measure

Existing measures. The goal of the teacher feedback data collection was to quantify the teachers’ ability to use dialogic discourse patterns with their students in a science classroom. To accurately capture the type of feedback the teachers in the study provide their students, I created a new analytical tool.

When considering alternatives to creating a statistical tool, a search for protocols that measure teachers’ ability to conduct reform-based teaching practices was conducted. This search did not yield any protocol that would accurately measure teacher feedback. The published protocols found typically ask researchers to make conclusions about how well the teaching conforms to a pre-identified standard. Examples like the Inside the Classroom: Observation and Analytic Protocol (ICOAP; Weiss, Pasley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck, 2003) include statements that reviewers score on a Likert scale from “not at all” to “to a great extent” and contain statements like: “The teacher had a concrete grasp of the subject matter content inherent in the lesson” (Sawada et al., 2002; Weiss et al., 2003). Issues with subjectivity was why these observation tools were eliminated
from consideration. The considerable amount of subjective decisions the assessor must make during an evaluation (e.g., “Students were reflective about their learning”), and only a few of the items correlate to teacher feedback patterns were issues as well.

A search of other observation protocols found ones that have been developed that label teaching practices without any ruling as to whether the practices are of quality or not. These observation protocols characterize teacher behaviors in the classroom through a series of codes; observers record the frequency of each behavior during a class period (Hora, Oleson, & Ferrare, 2013; West, Paul, Webb, & Potter, 2013). The feedback tool utilized in this study was largely based off the Teaching Dimensions Observation Protocol (TDOP). In this protocol, observers document classroom behaviors in 2-minute sessions throughout the duration of the class period (Hora et al., 2013). The potential classroom behaviors are labeled in 46 codes in six categories, and observers make a tally when any of the behaviors occur.

The TDOP protocol evades the issues of subjectivity associated with the ICOAP, but it only has one section in which observers evaluate teacher-student interaction. This category had only seven components and the codes do not relate well to dialogic feedback patterns. For this reason, a new dialogic-specific feedback tool was created.

**Scoring dialogic feedback.** To capture the various parts of a science lesson where dialogic interactions could take place the feedback codes were divided into six main categories; those categories are listed below:
1. Development of the views shared by the scientific community;

2. Shifting from an everyday view to a scientific view;

3. Facilitating dialogue;

4. Providing opportunities for reflection;

5. Establishing classroom environment; and

6. Developing scientific understanding.

Under each main heading are three sub-categories creating a total of fifteen characteristics of dialogic feedback (see Appendix A). These main and sub-headings were developed based on the author’s expertise in teaching science, coupled with literature found in Chin (2007), Duschl, (2008), Duschl et al. (2007), Ford (2012), Hand (2007), Hardy et al. (2010), Kuhn (2005), Kuhn (2010a), Kuhn (2010b), Kuhn and Crowell (2011), Lemke (1990), Scott (2008), and Scott et al. (2006). The dialogic teacher feedback observation tool has codes developed from science education research on negotiation, scientific argumentation, dialogic feedback, and argument-based inquiry. The tool reduces the likelihood of subjective scoring by identifying teacher behaviors and simply tallying the total behaviors observed rather than speculating on the quality of the behavior.

Like the TDOP, this new protocol documents classroom behaviors in two-minute video intervals throughout the duration of a class session, does not require observers to make judgments of teaching quality, and produces clear quantitative results.
To score the new tool, evaluators watch two minutes of video, and then pause to code behaviors observed during the time span. Total scores are then aggregated at the end of a class session and can be used in statistical analyses.

Validity. Time did not allow for rigorous validation of the feedback observation tool, but two measures of validity were obtained. First, face validity was established by asking two university professors who have expertise in dialogic science instruction to review the instrument. According to Lewis-Beck, Bryman, and Liao (2004); “Face validity is an estimate of the degree to which a measure is clearly and unambiguously tapping the construct it purports to assess” (p. 215). One of the reviewers claimed that, “The tool does a nice job capturing aspects of dialogical teaching that would actually occur in a classroom. I think it matches the literature on dialogical feedback, and presents the codes in a way that can be measured through observation.” The second evaluator agreed that the codes used in the feedback tool would likely capture examples of dialogic feedback one would expect to observe from teachers who use an argument-based inquiry approach in science.

Field trial. Data for the second form of validity was collected through a small field trial where six, 45 minute videos were obtained from six elementary teachers. The six teachers were selected using purposeful sampling. The first group of three teachers (two second grade and one first grade) had previously been awarded the Presidential Award for Excellence in Math and Science Teaching (PAEMST; all three were science recipients). The PAEMST is the highest award bestowed to a math or science teacher in
The United States. The author was able to obtain the videos by contacting the teachers and asking permission to view the video they submitted for the PAEMST award.

The second group of teachers (two second grade and one first grade) were teachers at a rural elementary school in the Midwest United States. The teachers have not received any awards or recognition for teaching science and have not attended professional development specializing in inquiry science teaching. Results of the field trial are below in Figure 7.
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*Figure 7* - Results from field trial. The three award winning teachers are PAEMST 1-3. The non-award winning teachers are teachers 1-3.

The sample size of this field trial was too small to conduct non-parametric or parametric statistics so a detailed analysis was not performed. However, the teachers who won the PAEMST scored much higher on the feedback observation tool than the teachers.
who have had no professional development or experience with inquiry-based science teaching. The videos of the three PAEMST winners all taught different lessons and they recorded their lessons well before the tool was created. The divergent scores between the two groups, and the high marks of the PAEMST cohort suggest that the award winning elementary science teachers use feedback that promotes dialogic teaching practices, providing evidence of the construct validity of this instrument. None of the teachers used in the field trial participated in the study.

**Interrater reliability.** Reliability of the dialogic feedback tool was established through interrater reliability (IRR). Videos submitted by the participants were scored by myself and a second observer. The second evaluator recruited for IRR has eight years of teaching experience, used a dialogic teaching approach in his science classroom for all eight years, and has attended and worked as a consultant in multiple professional development workshops where the goal was to develop argument-based inquiry teaching among the participants. This individual and I met in the spring of 2015, and I trained him to score the videos. Next, the second evaluator scored one PAEMST video and one non-PAEMST video used in the field trial. The scores for both evaluators on the two videos had a Pearson’s $r = .921$, indicating a high level of correlation between the two evaluators’ estimate of the teachers’ feedback, as measured by the tool used in the study.

**Data Collection**

**Video prompt.** Potential subjectivity of the scorer is not the only threat to the internal validity of the feedback measure. A second issue is the type of video that the
teachers submit, and how the prompt given to the teacher may influence the type of lesson taught for this study. To control for this potential threat, a specific prompt was given to the teachers before they recorded their video. To attempt to capture a typical science lesson and not something outside the teachers’ regular scope of practice the following prompt was given: "Record a typical science lesson where you are teaching a new concept with the students."

The wording in the prompt was carefully chosen in an attempt to eliminate biased videos from being submitted by the teachers. In the next section the rationale for choosing specific words in the prompt follows. First, the word “typical” was chosen to indicate that the lesson in the video should not capture instructional decision making that is altered or different from the teacher’s usual practice.

Second, the words “you are teaching” were selected to indicate a desired video will show the teacher engage in instructional practices where they are involved in the instruction. The word “teaching” was selected over “interacting” because the teacher has the freedom to select a teaching approach of his or her choice and are not forced to select a specific type of teaching that may produce biased results. Asking teachers to submit a video of them “interacting” with the students could instead lead them to submit a video that captures practices that are not typical. For example, teachers may consider a lecture as “non-interacting” and submit a video that shows them attempting a more dialogic interaction with their students. However, if the teacher typically uses a lecture format, then the video and the score they receive on the feedback observation tool would represent an inaccurate view of their typical practice.
Third, the word “new” was selected because the prompt may give the evaluator a glimpse into the teacher’s view of how to introduce new concepts to students. Teachers who use an authoritarian approach may use a deficit model when considering how to effectively teach new concepts to students. They may be inclined to use lecture to “fill” the students’ lack of understanding and then later use investigation as a way to “prove” the lecture. This type of teacher/student interaction is not common in dialogic teaching. Instead teachers using dialogic teaching would likely ask questions, promote discussion amongst the students, build upon their ideas, and investigate questions that they generated (Chin, 2007, Hand, 2009).

Finally, the words “with the students” were selected in an attempt to capture a video of the teacher engaging with their students. As mentioned earlier, prompts like a “good” lesson were eliminated because it may yield videos of student-to-student interaction. By including the word “with” the prompt may cue more interactive behavior without explicitly asking for a specific type of communication.

**Data analysis.** Each teacher submitted a 45 minute video of a science lesson during a three week window in the spring of 2015. Each video was analyzed using the teacher feedback tool developed by the author. Each teacher recorded the lesson using their district-issued iPad. The videos were then shared with me using a secure website. After an acceptable IRR score was established I scored each video by watching 2 minutes, pausing, then marking whether the teacher’s feedback provided to his or her students matched the categories and items in the feedback tool. Aggregate scores from the feedback measure were then used in the regression analysis. In an attempt to keep the
lesson that the teachers’ recorded similar a prompt was given. The rationale of the wording of the prompt will be discussed in the next section.

**Interrater reliability.** The same second observer mentioned earlier and I watched a sample of videos and compared scores on the evaluation tool. A random sample of fifteen videos (33.3%) were selected for both the author and the volunteer to evaluate and a Pearson’s $r = .935$ was calculated, demonstrating strong IRR between the two evaluators.

The previous section explained in detail how the measure of the predictor variable of teacher feedback was developed and was collected. In the next section a description of how the measure of teacher judgment accuracy was collected is discussed.

**Teacher Judgment Accuracy Measure**

Teachers were asked to predict their students’ outcomes on a nine-question multiple-choice quiz. The author met with a representative from each grade level and discussed what science content was taught in the previous weeks leading up to the quiz date. The timing of the assessment was critical and required coordination between the teachers and the author. It was imperative that the teacher gave the assessment after the lessons in the unit were taught and before any similar assessment had taken place.

After meeting with the teachers to determine what content was taught prior to the JA task, the quizzes were created by the author and a consultant employed as a faculty member at a university and former science assessment developer for an international testing organization. The questions on the quizzes were separated into three groups: (1) three questions on basic content; (2) three questions on phenomenological understanding,
and (3) three questions on rule-based understanding (examples of each can be found in Appendix B –D).

Three levels of questions were selected because each requires a different type of understanding of the content taught. If all nine questions are simple recall questions, the teachers’ JA score may not reflect a true picture of their understanding of the students’ grasp of the scientific concepts. The three levels of questions were modeled after the assessments developed in Ayala et al., (2008), Herman and Choi (2008), and Hardy et al., (2010). The levels of questions are discussed below.

The first level of questions included basic content level items. These questions required the lowest level of thinking (remembering) on the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002). Questions at this level did not require a demonstration of a claim backed with evidence, conceptual understanding of the science taught in the unit, nor high-level scientific reasoning. This level of question assessed students’ ability to simply recall content that was taught during the unit. An example of a basic content level question was: “What is the formula for force?” (See Appendix B).

The next group of questions evaluated student understanding of science content specific to an observed occurrence in nature. During the pre-assessment meeting, I confirmed that each teacher had taught the science content so the questions were relevant to the students. The questions in this group required slightly more cognitive labor than basic level questions and asked students to explain and interpret the scientific nature of a
single phenomenological occurrence. An example of a phenomenological-level question was: “Why does a heavy rock sink when placed in a pool of water?” (See Appendix C).

The third type of item in the assessment was rule-based questions. These types of questions went beyond explaining science at a phenomenological level and assessed the students’ understanding of the established rule of science for the observations gathered. Rule-based questions determine whether the student can generalize beyond the phenomenological observation and construct patterns that fit an established scientific law. An example of a rule-base question was: “Why do temperatures in January vary in different parts of the country?” (See Appendix D).

All of the students in the classroom took the quiz, but the teacher predicted the outcomes of only five students in his or her class. I generated a pool of student candidates by obtaining student data from the district’s curriculum directors. Students were included in the pool if they had no previous identifiable label that might influence the teacher’s prediction of their academic performance. The students with the following labels were not eligible for selection for the teacher JA task: Individual Education Plan, and Gifted and Talented.

Once the pool of students was created, five students were randomly selected from each class. Next, teachers received copies of the quiz at the end of the day prior to the day they gave the assessment. They predicted how all five students scored on every item on the assessment and the predicted scores were recorded. The next day, the teachers had their students take the assessment and all tests were returned for evaluation.
The JA task in this study was the item-specific hit rate. Teachers were asked to complete the hit-rate prediction task for each of the five selected students for the nine questions on the assessment (See Appendix E). After data were collected for each predictor variable the quantitative analysis was conducted. Details of the analysis are discussed in the next section.

To compute a hit rate score for the JA variable, the number of correct predictions out of the total number of predictions made was calculated. Teachers made predictions about five students’ performance on a nine-item quiz, making a total of 45 predictions in all. The teacher received a one point credit when student performance (correct or incorrect) on an item and teacher prediction of that performance matched.

Outcome Variable – Student Achievement

The outcome variable collected in this study was the Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE) score on the science section of the Iowa Assessments for the 2014-2015 school year. NCE scores were obtained by taking the National Percentile Rank (NPR) of each student in the teachers’ class and then converting that score to a NCE score. NCEs are similar to percentiles in that they have a mean of 50 and a range from 1-99 (Mertler, 2002). When the rankings of percentiles and NCEs are placed on a normal curve, it is common to observe percentile rank scores to cluster around the mean (50) while the NCE scores are evenly distributed throughout the curve (Mertler, 2002).

After the NCE scores were collected, the mean score for each teacher’s students was calculated. This mean score served as the outcome variable data point for the
teachers in the study and the previously discussed predictor variables were used to conduct a regression analysis.

Methods

The respective analyses used to answer the three research questions will be described in this section. All three questions involve regression analyses, however each question required a specific method.

Throughout the analysis $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ was used instead of multiple $R^2$. $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ provides a more conservative estimate of the amount of variance the predictor variables account for in the DV (Miles & Shelvin, 2001). A major difference between $R^2$ and $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ is that $R^2$ assumes that every variable added to the equation explains the variation in the dependent variable, while the adjusted $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ indicates the percentage of variation explained by the variables that actually affect the dependent variable (Lane, 2008).

Research Question 1

To answer the question about how much variance each predictor variable accounts for independently, a simple hierarchical regression analysis was conducted. Hierarchical regression is a commonly used method to analyze the effect of a predictor variable after controlling for other confounding variables (Pedhazur, 2007). This “control” is acquired by calculating the change in the $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ at each step of the analysis, thus accounting for the increase in variance after each variable is included in the regression model (Pedhazur, 2007).
Another important aspect of a hierarchical regression is the order of variable entry. Predictor variables are typically added to the equation with regard to their logically determined priority (Miles & Shelvin, 2001). For example, if AtRisk is entered first, and JA second, the change in $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ will provide a more accurate description of the amount of variance that JA accounts for. In this case, entering AtRisk first allowed the percent of AtRisk students to be accounted for in the JA variable. Two separate analyses were conducted; first JA with AtRisk accounted for, and second DF with AtRisk accounted for. The analyses were conducted independently of each other because the first research question investigates if the two predictor variables predict student outcomes by themselves. Interaction effects between the two variables were investigated in questions 2 and 3.

Research Question 2

To investigate the potential relationship between the predictors, a moderator analysis was conducted to determine if any interaction effects occurred between JA and DF, and if this interaction had any predictive power on IASci.

A moderator analysis is used to determine whether the relationship between two variables depends on (is moderated by) the value of a third variable (Edwards & Lambert, 2007). A model for moderating relationships can be drawn as a linear relationship in which a predictor variable is strongly correlated to another and a second variable (the moderator), alters the strength of that relationship. The model for the moderation analysis is shown in Figure 8.
A moderator analysis was conducted following the standard procedures outlined by Cohen and Cohen (1983) to test the hypothesis regarding the moderating role of JA in the link between DF and IASci. Guidelines provided by Baron and Kenny (1986), and (Frazier, Tix, & Barron, 2004) regarding the use of hierarchical multiple regression analyses to test for moderator effects were followed. Procedures for analyzing and interpreting the interaction terms, recommended by Aiken, West, and Reno (1991), were also employed. All predictor variables were centered following recommendations by Aiken et al., (1991) to reduce multicollinearity between the interaction terms.

*Figure 8 – Model for the moderator analysis based on Baron and Kenny (1986).*
The example in Figure 8 shows an arrow from $X_2$ that points toward the $X_1, Y$ regression path. This path diagram represents the notion that the coefficient for that route is modified by $X_2$ (Edwards & Lambert, 2007).

Before the analysis was conducted an interaction term was added to the original model used in the first research question. Including an interaction term is a way to statistically account for how a predictor variable has a different effect on the outcome depending on the values of another predictor variable (Edwards & Lambert, 2007). The most common way this interaction is measured in psychological analyses is to calculate the product of the two standardized predictor variables and include them in the multiple regression. The model for this analysis is listed below:

$$Y' = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 (X_1 \times X_2) + \varepsilon$$

The most commonly used approach to conduct a moderator analysis, in psychological research, involves a hierarchical regression that follows these steps: First, run a multiple regression model predicting the outcome variable $Y$ from both the predictor variable ($X_2$) and the moderator variable ($X_3$). The ANOVA and summary table should show that both variables and the model in general should be significant. Next, the interaction term, ($X_1 \times X_2$) is added to the original model and a second regression analysis is run. Moderation is occurring if the summary table indicates the model and the interaction term are still significant and there is a significant change in the $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ score of the two models (Miles & Shevlin, 2001, pp.186-187). Additionally, if the predictor and moderator variables are
not significant once the interaction term is added, then complete moderation has occurred (Miles & Shevlin, 2001).

**Research Question 3**

The third research question investigated whether mediation effects occurred between the two predictor variables. In regression analyses, predictor variables can have mediation effects on each other. Mediation analysis investigates the mechanisms that underlie an observed relationship between a predictor variable and an outcome variable and examines how they relate to a third variable, the mediator (Hoyle, 1999). The relationships between the predictor, the mediator and the dependent variables can be depicted in form of a path diagram/model (Figure 9). The mediator analysis was chosen because it was hypothesized that the use of dialogic feedback in a classroom may allow teachers access to student knowledge that does not typically present itself in a lecture-type format. In that case the DF may be mediating the student knowledge that the teacher receives due to a student feeling free to express their personal understanding of the science content.
According to Baron and Kenny (1986), four conditions must be met for variable M to be a mediator:

1. X (predictor) is significantly associated with Y.
   a. (Path c) Bivariate regression $Y (IASci) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 (JA) + \varepsilon$

2. X (predictor) is significantly associated with M.
   a. (Path a) Bivariate regression $Y (DF) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 (JA) + \varepsilon$

3. M is significantly associated with Y (after controlling for X).
   a. (Path b) Multiple regression $Y (IASci) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 (DF) + \beta_2 X_2 (JA) + \varepsilon$

4. The impact of X on Y is significantly less after controlling for M (full mediation occurs when $X = p = .00$; partial mediation occurs when the $p$ value is less).
   a. Path $C'$
Summary

The purpose of this study was to examine the links among teachers’ knowledge of students’ understanding of scientific concepts, the degree to which teachers provide dialogic feedback, and students’ science achievement outcomes. Teachers’ knowledge of science learners was measured using a teacher judgment accuracy task. Teachers in the study predicted how well their students performed on specific items on a science assessment. The type of feedback teachers provide was measured using an observational coding scheme. Teachers were asked to provide a video of a science lesson they have taught, and their feedback to their students in this lesson was coded using an observation tool developed for the study.
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This study investigated the relationship between teachers’ use of dialogic feedback and the teacher knowledge base of knowledge of learners, reflected in their judgment accuracy, on student outcomes on the science section of the Iowa Assessments.

The study employed a non-experimental, correlational design (Johnson, 2001) to examine the relationships of two predictor variables (teacher judgment accuracy and teacher feedback) and the outcome variable of student achievement on the science section of the Iowa Assessments in grades three through eight for the 2014-2015 school year. In addition to the two predictor variables of interest, an “At-Risk” variable was created in an attempt to account for the academic variance in each classroom. The AtRisk variable was included in the analysis of Research Question 1 because the non-experimental design used in this study did not allow for proper controls used in experimental design. Since teachers could have been assigned a large number of high or low academic performing students when the classroom rosters were created, I thought it was important to attempt to control for the academic variability of each class, by including the AtRisk variable. This variable will be discussed in greater detail in the following section.

“At-Risk” Variable

Time did not allow for a pretest to be given to the students in the study, so an “At-risk” variable was created in an attempt to control for the academic diversity in each classroom. In addition to providing student achievement scores, the curriculum directors
of the two school districts in the study shared coded information indicating whether or not each student in the study had an Individual Education Plan (IEP) or was eligible for the Free/Reduced Lunch Program (FRL). Previous research suggests that students who have either of these labels are likely to perform below their non-labeled peers on standardized tests (e.g., Gersten & Dimino, 2006; Mulhall, Flowers, & Mertens, 2002). The at-risk variable was calculated by using the available data to determine the percentage of students in the teacher’s classroom who meet the criteria of an at-risk student (Note: if a student was eligible for FRL and had an IEP they were counted twice).

Tests of Assumptions

Quantitative analyses rely upon certain assumptions about the variables used as predictors. When these assumptions are not met the results may not be accurate, resulting in a Type I or Type II error, or an over- or under-estimation of significance (Keith, 2006). Therefore, the assumptions of linearity, collinearity, and normality were tested before further analyses were run.

All analyses of assumptions and subsequent analyses were conducted using standardized data. Standardizing the variables makes the interactions easier to interpret, because the predictor variables were not measured in the same units. By standardizing the raw scores of the variables, the relative importance in the predictor variables’ effect on the dependent variable can be interpreted with more confidence (Keith, 2006).

An examination of correlations (see Table 3) revealed that no predictor variables were highly correlated with each other.
Further, the predictor variables correlated with the DV at a moderate to high level (see Table 3). The collinearity statistics (i.e., Tolerance, VIF, skew, and kurtosis; see Appendix F) were all within accepted limits. Residual and scatter plots indicated the assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity were all satisfied (See Figure 10).

Table 3 – Correlation matrix and significance codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JA</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>IASci</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASci</td>
<td>.358*</td>
<td>.633***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtRisk</td>
<td>-.138</td>
<td>-.341</td>
<td>-.148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ‘***’ = p < 0.001; ‘**’ = p < 0.01; ‘*’ = p < 0.05

Figure 10 Graphs testing for normality, linearity and homoscedasticity.
According to Figure 10 the residuals vs. fitted graph, (and standardized residuals vs. fitted- the upper right and left graphs) indicate that the residuals and the fitted values are uncorrelated, as they should be in a homoscedastic linear model with normally distributed errors (Osborne & Waters, 2002). The Q-Q plot (lower left) tests the assumption that the errors are normally distributed. In this plot, the points lie close to the dashed line, indicating a normal distribution (Osborne & Waters, 2002). The lower right plot shows the standardized residuals are centered around zero. In normal distribution most points are expected to be symmetrically arranged around zero (Osborne & Waters, 2002). There is a small amount of clustering away from zero, but no major concerns are present.

With analyses indicating that all assumptions for the two predictor variables were met, Research Question 1 was investigated using the following model: $Y' = \text{Mean NCE score for the science section of the Iowa Assessments}; X_1 = \text{Aggregate score on the AtRisk variable};$ and $X_2 = \text{Aggregate judgment accuracy score (Number of correct predictions on the hit-rate task)}.$ For Research Question 1 AtRisk was added to the model first and then JA second. The formula for the final step of the hierarchal regression analysis was:

$$Y' = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \epsilon$$
The analysis was then run a second time, using the same model, with the aggregate score on the teacher feedback tool substituted for $X_2$.

The model for Research Questions 2 and 3, investigating the interaction effects uses the same model above; however $Y' = \text{Mean NCE score for the science section of the Iowa Assessments}$; $X_1 = \text{Aggregate score on the dialogic teaching tool}$; and $X_2 = \text{Aggregate judgment accuracy score}$. Specifics on how the variables were entered in the model to address moderation and mediation effects will be provided later in this chapter.

In the next section, the study’s three research questions will be reintroduced, followed by a short description of the procedures used in the analysis, and the rationale for each question.

**Research Questions and Hypotheses**

The three research questions that guided this study focus on JA and DF as predictive aspects of quality science teaching. The research questions are as follows:

Research Question 1: What amount of variance does teacher judgment accuracy and dialogic feedback predict, with respect to student outcomes on the science portion of the Iowa Assessments third through eighth grade?

Research Question 2: Does judgment accuracy moderate the relationship between teacher feedback and student achievement?

Research Question 3: Does dialogic teacher feedback mediate the relationship between judgment accuracy and student achievement?
The three research questions have two separate focuses. Research Question 1 asks if the predictor variables, as they were quantified in this study, are good predictors of IASci, as hypothesized in Chapter 2. Research Questions 2 and 3 focus on potential interactions JA and DF may have with each other. The two interactions that were studied using a moderation analysis, looking at any potential moderating effects JA had on DF; and a mediation evaluation, investigating whether DF mediated the relationship between JA and IASci.

**Data Analyses**

**Descriptive Statistics**

The students of the 33 teachers in the study had a mean NCE score of 55.64 on the science section of Iowa Assessments ($SD = 4.12$). The scores had a range of a maximum score of 65 and a minimum score of 44 (range = 21). The teachers scored a mean of 33.85 on the JA measure ($SD = 4.12$), with a maximum score of 42 and a minimum score of 27 (range = 15). The teachers scored a mean of 29.21 ($SD = 10.54$) on the DF measure, with a maximum score of 50 and a minimum score of 8 (range = 42). The maximum percent of AtRisk students in a teacher’s classroom was 24 and the minimum was 3% (Range = 21). The mean score for the AtRisk variable was 10.75 ($SD=10.49$).
Research Questions and Results

Research Question 1

The hierarchical regression revealed that at Step 1, AtRisk did not contribute significantly to the regression model ($R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = -.009$, $F(1,31) = .689$, $p = .413$), accounting for a negligible amount of the variance in IASci. When JA was added in the second step of the regression model, neither AtRisk nor JA were significant predictors of IASci ($R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = .080$, $F(2,30) = 2.403$, $p = .108$; see Tables 4 and 6). Introducing the second variable (JA) explained an additional 8% of variance in IASci when controlling for AtRisk.

In contrast, when DF was added in Step 2, an additional 36.6% of the variance in IASci and the model was significant ($R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = .366$, $F(2, 30) = 10.24$, $p < .001$, see Table 4).

Table 4 – Change in $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ in the hierarchical regressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>$R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>$R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DV – IASci</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td></td>
<td>DV – IASci</td>
<td>-.009</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV - AtRisk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV - AtRisk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV – IASci</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>DV-IASci</td>
<td>.366***</td>
<td>.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV – AtRisk + JA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV – AtRisk + DF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ‘***’ = $p < 0.001$; ‘**’ = $p < 0.01$; ‘*’ = $p < 0.05$
Table 5–Step 2 of the DF hierarchical regression.

| Coefficients: | Estimate | Std. Error | t value | Pr(>|t|) |
|---------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)   | 6.685e-16| 1.305e-01  | 0.000   | 1.000000 |
| AtRisk        | 1.098e-01| 1.417e-01  | 0.775   | 0.444706 |
| DF            | 6.341e-01| 1.414e-01  | 4.484   | 0.000106 *** |

Note: ‘***’ = p < 0.001; ‘**’ = p < 0.01; ‘*’ = p < 0.05

Residual standard error: 0.7494 on 29 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.491, Adjusted R-squared: 0.4384
F-statistic: 9.326 on 3 and 29 DF, p value: 0.0001781

Table 6 - Step 2 of the JA hierarchical regression

| Coefficients: | Estimate | Std. Error | t value | Pr(>|t|) |
|---------------|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| (Intercept)   | 7.309e-16| 1.669e-01  | 0.000   | 1.0000   |
| AtRisk        | -9.984e-02| 1.712e-01  | -0.583  | 0.5640   |
| JA            | 3.443e-01| 1.712e-01  | 2.012   | 0.0533 . |

Note: ‘***’ = p < 0.001; ‘**’ = p < 0.01; ‘*’ = p < 0.05

Residual standard error: 0.9589 on 30 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1381, Adjusted R-squared: 0.08061
F-statistic: 2.403 on 2 and 30 DF, p value: 0.1077
In addition to examining the change in $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ (see Table 4), Tables 5 and 6 provide information about the predictive values for JA and DF. The data in the regression coefficient table can help us see how a one-unit change in an individual predictor variable, while holding the others constant, predicts outcomes on the DV. This statistical control that regression provides is important because it isolates the role of one variable from all of the others in the model (Miles & Shelvin, 2001). Since JA and DF are continuous variables, the coefficients represent the difference in the predicted value of IASci for each one-unit difference in the variable, if the other remains constant. In this study the variables were measured in points, either on the hit-rate task or score on the dialogic teacher observation tool.

According to Table 5, an increase in one point on the JA measure predicted an increase in the students’ NCE scores on the Iowa Assessments by .296, where an increase of one point on the DF measure predicted a .641 increase in students’ NCE scores on the Iowa Assessments. These data suggests that the DF variable has a little more than double the predictive power of JA.

In summary, the hierarchical regression indicated that DF was a statistically significant predictor of student outcomes on IASci and JA was not. DF accounts for about five times the amount of variance in IASci than JA. Interaction effects were investigated in Research Question 2 and 3.
Research Question 2

The second research question in this study was based on previous judgment accuracy research that suggests JA, along with other instructional decision making practices, has a positive relationship with student achievement (see, Artlet & Raush, 2014; Behrmann & Souvignier, 2013; Karing et al. (2013). The results addressing the first research question indicate that the two predictor variables (JA and DF) account for roughly 7% and 34.9% of the variance in the student scores on the science section of the Iowa Assessments, respectively. The results of Research Question 1 also indicates that about 3% of the variance is accounted for by a correlation between JA and DF. The AtRisk variable was not included in the moderation analysis, because the focus of the regression was on JA and DF, and the AtRisk variable accounted for almost no variance in the IASci scores.

Research Question 2 investigated potential moderation effects between the two predictor variables. The first step in this approach was already established in the first research question, indicating the model with both predictors included is significant ($R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = .451, F(2,30) = 14.04, p < .001$). Table 7 shows the output of the second step in the hierarchical regression and suggests that moderation has not occurred. When the interaction term was added the model was still significant ($R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = .446, F(3, 29) = 9.243, p < .001$), however the interaction variable was not significant at the < .05 level ($p = .498$). Additionally, the $R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ of the original model (before the interaction term) was .451, and the second model was .446, indicating a $\Delta R^2_{\text{adjusted}}$ of only .005.
The lack of a moderating effect suggests that this particular type of interaction between JA and DF did not significantly predict student outcomes on IASci. To further investigate a potential relationship between the predictor variables a mediation analysis was conducted next.

Research Question 3

Results of the steps of the mediator analyses are listed below:

1. **X** is significantly associated with **Y**
   This condition is satisfied ($R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = .128$, $F(1, 31) = 4.562$, $p = .000295$)

2. **X** (predictor) is significantly associated with **M**
   This condition is not satisfied ($R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = .015$, $F(1,31) = .4709$, $p = .498$).
At this point, the mediator analysis was stopped, due to Step 2 not being satisfied. The low correlation between JA and DF nullified any potential change in $p$ that would have been found in Steps 3 and 4. A review of the analyses conducted in Chapter 4 are summarized in the section below.

**Summary of Quantitative Analyses**

A multiple regression analysis was used to test whether two aspects of science teaching significantly predicted student outcomes on the science section of the Iowa Assessments. The results of the regression analysis indicated DF was a significant predictor of IASci ($p < .001$) and the JA variable was not ($p = .053$). An interaction between the two predictor variables was not found as mediator and moderator analyses did not produce statistically significant results. These results are discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
CHAPTER 5

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS

Interpretation of Results

This study investigated the relationships among an aspect of teacher knowledge of their learners (judgment accuracy), teachers' instructional decision making, and student achievement on the science section of the Iowa Assessments. In response to Research Question 1, which addressed the amount of variance teacher judgment accuracy and dialogic feedback predict, the dialogic feedback measure was found to be a statistically significant predictor of the science section of the Iowa Assessments and accounted for a large portion of the variance in the students’ scores on that measure. The JA measure was not a statistically significant predictor when the AtRisk variable was statistically controlled.

Statistical analyses related to Research Questions 2 and 3 found that no statistically significant interactions occurred between the predictor variables in the form of moderation or mediation effects. Since there were no effects found in the analyses for Questions 2 and 3, a new theoretical framework was created based on the results reported in Chapter 4 (see Figure 11). The theoretical framework indicates that DF alone is a statistically significant predictor of IASci. JA was not included in the framework because even though it was a theoretically important construct in the original framework it was not a statistically significant predictor of student outcomes, as measured in this study. In
the sections below I will discuss why I think JA was not a significant predictor of student outcomes whereas DF was.

**Figure 11** - Results; as measured in this study.

**Research Question 1**

**Judgment accuracy.** In the Chapter 2 literature review an extensive description of dialogic and authoritative feedback was presented. Figure 6 provided examples of how a teacher may use authoritative and dialogic feedback in the classroom. When the teacher videos were coded for the DF measure, it was clear that the teachers fell into one of the two mentioned feedback patterns. The type of feedback that the teacher gave in the video may provide a clue to how they view knowledge of learners (KOL). For example, Scott (2008) described teachers who use authoritative feedback as “focused principally on an information transmission voice” (p.66). Scott (2008) further described authoritative
teacher utterances as “intended to convey information, and often involved only formal reviews and factual statements” (p. 66). It is possible that the teachers who used authoritative feedback in the videos held the belief of KOL described by Scott (2008). If so, the teachers might view their learners’ knowledge as something that they “gave” to the student, and judgment accuracy would be a measure of how well the students “give” the information back. Assessments, like the one used for the JA measure, would simply be a way to determine how well the students retained the knowledge that was given to them. It is possible that teachers with this epistemological orientation would value standardized assessment because it would be a good measure of how well the students have accepted the content presented to them. In this case, the teacher would not be interested in collecting information about the nature of students’ prior beliefs; instead, he or she would simply want to provide the correct information to the students and expect them to repeat the information back to them on assessments. This view of knowledge, as a static component of learning that can be simply transmitted from teacher to student, is not currently supported by cognitive theorists or science education scholars. Since many of the teachers in the study gave authoritative feedback in their video submissions, and still scored high on the JA task, it may tell us that the standardized nature of the JA task was better suited for these teachers’ ability to predict student achievement, but not for student learning. This may be a reason JA was not a significant predictor of student outcomes when statistically controlled. Teachers who accurately predicted student outcomes on the JA measure were able to demonstrate their knowledge of how students would perform on a standardized assessment. The fact the JA variable was not
statistically significant suggests that being able to predict student responses on assessments that measure convergent thinking, like the JA task did, is not necessarily an aspect of quality science teaching.

Conversely, the dialogic teacher feedback tool measured how teachers promoted dialogue amongst students and helped them shape their thoughts through evaluation of their claims, by providing evidence. It is possible that teachers who provided a lot of dialogic feedback in the videos view KOL as a tool that helps guide instruction. Scott (2008) alluded to this when he described dialogic interactions as having a “generative intent, where outcomes are not pre-determined” (p. 66). Scott (2008) also described dialogic feedback as teacher utterances that were meant to act as “thinking devices where student ideas are generators of meaning” (p.66). This view of KOL may not be easily quantified on a prediction task of a standardized assessment, like the one used for the JA measure. Instead teachers who used a lot of dialogic feedback with their students may be better at predicting more authentic measures of KOL (i.e., student journal writing). Since more than half of the teachers who participated in the study scored above the mean score for the JA measure, and those teachers clearly displayed dialogic feedback patterns consistent with Scott’s (2008) description of dialogic feedback, it is possible that these teachers scored lower than what would be expected on the JA measure due to the nature of how it captured KOL. Since the DF measure was intended to quantify how teachers promote dialog amongst their students and asks students to question their personal beliefs and the JA variable measured a prediction of standardized achievement, there could be a mismatch of what the variables are intended to measure. Even though the JA measure
was intended to capture a global picture of the teachers’ KOL, the highly specific hit-rate task was based on a sample of five specific students in the classroom. Previous studies that measured interaction effects of JA and an instructional decision making practice used a less specific measure of JA (i.e., Behrmann & Souvignier, 2013; Helmke & Schrader, 1987; Karing, et al. 2013); in those studies, JA was looked at as a general construct of quality teaching and teachers were labeled as either having “high” or “low” JA. In this study, it was hypothesized that a high level of dialogic feedback would provide teachers access to student knowledge that teachers who provide authoritative feedback do not have privy to. However, it is possible that teachers who provided authoritative feedback to their students may have been better predictors on the hit-rate task simply because they have assessed their student in this manner more frequently. It is likely that a standardized assessment, like the one used in the JA task, would be used by teachers who gave authoritative feedback because it is a simply and efficient way to measure student knowledge.

Teachers who value dialogic interactions would likely be more interested in assessing how student ideas change over time. This type of change would be very difficult to capture on a standardized assessment, and would likely be measured through writing or other types of assessment. This mismatch of what the JA task measured and what the DF task measured may be a reason JA was not a statistically significant predictor of student achievement and might explain why there was no interaction between the two variables. In the next section the other component of Research Question 1, dialogic feedback, will be discussed.
Dialogic feedback. The results presented in Chapter 4 show that DF was also a significant predictor of student achievement on the science section of the Iowa Assessments. Much of the science education research, with respect to teachers’ instructional approaches, is based on argument-based inquiry that promotes negotiation taking place on a social plane in the classroom. For this reason, the DF variable was chosen as a way to measure teacher instructional decision making, as situated within the argument-based reasoning approach to teaching. In the following sections, an explanation is provided for why DF was a significant predictor of student achievement, referring to the theoretical framework established in Chapter 1.

Over the last few decades research in science education has focused on studies of how meaning is developed through language and negotiation in the classroom. Many of the findings have claimed that scientific knowledge is socially constructed through negotiation (Osborne, et al., 2004). A key element of this negotiation takes place through oral discourse. Group negotiation, including student-to-student and teacher-to-student, is therefore central to understanding how knowledge is created in a science classroom.

The focus of science education research over the last few decades moved much of the science education community away from studies that focused on individual student learning, in isolation, and toward studies that focused on how knowledge is constructed, by students, in a social context in the classroom. This new direction also signaled a rejuvenated interest in the role played by the teacher in the science classroom (Lembke, 1990). Many science education researchers view the teacher’s role as a “director” of classroom discourse, encouraging students to challenge fellow classmates and back
claims with evidence; rather than the sole provider of the discourse, where the teacher simply transmits information to the students. The DF tool was designed to capture some of these interactions where the teacher uses language to stimulate and extend students’ thinking and advance their learning and understanding. One particular aspect of these interactions that the DF measure captures is language that promotes the use of scientific argument among students.

Previous research has found that engaging in scientific argument enhances students’ understanding of scientific concepts, improves their understanding of the science process, and encourages the development of critical thinking skills by making student thinking processes more available (Berland & Reiser, 2009; Ford, 2006; Hand et al., 2010). Zee and Minstrell (1997) described these dialogic interactions as a place where students can express their own thoughts, explanations, and questions, followed by the teacher and students engaging in a prolonged series of questioning exchanges that help students better eloquent their beliefs and conceptions. These interactions include times when students exchange ideas with each other and also when they try to understand the thinking of their peers as they construct an argument (Zee & Minstrell, 1997). The delicate interactions mentioned above require teachers to know how to direct the dialogue of the classroom negotiation; including when to allow students to struggle with concepts and when to direct them to resources that will help them understand the content. The dialogic teacher feedback tool attempted to capture some of these interactions and quantify how often teachers use them during an average science lesson.
Results presented in Chapter 4 indicate that DF is a significant predictor of student achievement in science on the science section of the Iowa Assessments. The use of dialogic interactions forced students to make their understanding of the science content public, and created a situation where students realized that their claims were either backed with solid evidence, they needed to add more knowledge, or they needed to completely change their original ideas. Either way, the use of dialogic feedback as an instructional strategy, as measured by DF, that made students confront their ideas about the science content and self-reflect on the validity of their reasoning. It is hypothesized that asking students to engage in this type of thinking is one of the reasons why DF was a significant predictor of student achievement.

The theoretical model this study was based on suggests that an interaction effect would occur between the two predictor variables. Research Questions 2 and 3 investigated whether a moderator or mediator effect occurred between the predictor variables, and neither was found in the analyses. In the next sections, I will discuss reasons why moderation and mediation effects may not have occurred.

Research Questions 2 and 3

Since Research Questions 2 and 3 both investigated interactions between the variables, yet none was found, it is likely that the lack of statistical significance for both research questions was due to the same issue, so possible explanations for these findings are combined in this section.
The second research question investigated whether a moderation effect was present between the two predictor variables. It was hypothesized that JA was moderating the effect between DF and student outcomes. The assumption of moderation was based on the prediction that if a teacher utilized dialogic feedback, as measured by DF, student outcomes could be predicted accordingly, but if groups of teachers had similar levels of DF, the ones with higher knowledge of their students, as measured by JA, would further predict student outcomes due to the interaction between knowledge of learners and dialogic feedback.

The third research question hypothesized that dialogic feedback mediated the relationship between knowledge of learners and student achievement. The prediction was based on the idea that if teachers used dialogic feedback they would gain access to students’ personal interpretations of the science content. Access to this knowledge would allow teachers to make more accurate prediction of their students’ performance on standardized assessments, due to the personalized understanding of the science content that the teacher has gained access to.

A potential reason no interaction was found in either analysis may have been due to the type of knowledge the measures collected. The DF measure was created to capture feedback that teachers use to promote negotiation of meaning amongst students that ultimately leads to students constructing scientific claims based on evidence. Steps taken along this journey require repeated stops where teachers personalize instruction and dialogue to fit the needs of their learners. In a way, the DF tool is not only measuring the teachers’ use of feedback practices that promote dialogic interactions, it is also measuring
how many opportunities teachers gave themselves to collect authentic knowledge from their students. Teachers who utilized probing questions, asked students to address a peer’s comment, or asked a student to clarify a statement gave themselves more opportunities to allow the social exchange of knowledge to occur. These exchanges require students to share personal understandings of content and scientific procedures.

The JA task asked teachers to make predictions on a standardized assessment that does not account for personalized interpretation, but instead asks the teacher for a judgment of convergent thinking. The fact that DF correlated very high with IASci indicates that the use of instructional decisions that promote dialogic interactions predicts student achievement on standardized tests. However, it is possible that the teachers who use dialogic feedback may not have picked up on student knowledge that showed up on the standardized assessment used for the JA task. It is possible that teachers who value dialogic interactions would also be better predictors of a more personalized assessment (i.e., writing essays or other write-to-learn activities).

Most teachers in the study scored fairly high score on the JA task. In the case of a teacher who scored very high on the DF measure it is possible that they obtained enough information to predict scores on the JA task. However, this teacher may have more knowledge of the learner that did not appear on the standardized tests, due to the personalized way that knowledge of learners was acquired via dialogic interactions.
Limitations of the Study

There are several limitations of this study that should be considered. One potential issue with the study was that the teachers who participated came from nine different schools, two different districts, and six different grade levels. However, it is unlikely that this diversity affected the results because the study evaluated aspects of quality science teaching and these characteristics are not reserved for specific grade spans or school districts.

There was additional variance in the amount of time teachers had with students. Elementary teachers in the study were in self-contained classrooms and had the same students all-day, for the entire school year. The fifth through eighth grade teachers have the same students all school year, but only have them half of the day. It was decided that including the fifth- through eighth- grade teachers was acceptable, because without them the study would have serious issues with power. In addition, even though the fifth through eighth grade teachers only have the students for part of the school day, they teach science the same amount (an hour per day), or more, than the elementary school teachers typically teach science.

Another potential threat to the validity of the data was the small sample size used in the study. The relatively small number of teachers who participated in this study means that the results should be generalized with caution. However, Cohen (1988) considered a sample size of thirty-two of sufficient power to detect any effects that may have been present (power = .80, alpha = .05) and this study had thirty-three participants.
The lack of diversity in the students who participated was another limitation of the study. The majority of the students who participated where white and from middle-class families. District B had more minority and FRL students, but these numbers were still very low compared to the rest of the district. Future research is needed to replicate this study in a more diverse setting than the one used in this study. If the study were replicated under ideal conditions the number of participating teachers should be at least doubled. In addition, the student population would be more diverse and before the students completed the hit-rate task a pre-test would be given so the pool of students randomly chosen would be academically similar, based on the results of the pre-test.

Future research on this topic should ask teachers to complete JA tasks of varied specificity, including less specific JA measures like grade equivalency measures that take into account the scores of the entire class and which could be compared to the whole class average of the IASci scores.

Despite the limitations mentioned above the study did produce results that may be useful to various educational stakeholders. Recommendations to these groups will be discussed in the next sections.

**Recommendations**

The main findings of the study were that DF was a significant predictor of IASci whereas JA was not. However, the JA variable may be of interest to scholars since this study was the first to measure JA as an aspect of quality science teaching. Since this study was the first of its kind to measure JA and DF, in the manner outlined in the
methods section, the data collected may be useful to various groups in the field of education. Since no interaction effects were found, the primary focus of the following sections will be on how researchers and teachers might benefit from the results of Research Question 1.

**Recommendations for Scholars**

**Dialogic feedback.** The large amount of variance that DF accounted for in IASci is information that could be useful for science education scholars. As mentioned in Chapter 3, numerous teacher observation tools exist, but many of them require value judgments and very few quantify specific teacher behaviors. Further research is required to investigate the validity of the dialogic feedback tool, but the data collected to answer Research Question 1 suggests that it may be a reliable way to measure feedback that promotes dialogic interactions among students.

Many science education researchers place value on instructional strategies that ask students to articulate their understandings in personal ways as a means to construct a richer conceptual framework of science knowledge. These interactions highlight the collaborative nature of scientific argumentation, where learners are asked to participate in an ongoing series of negotiating and illuminating meanings and descriptions of their knowledge with their peers and teacher. The teacher feedback patterns in the dialogic teacher feedback tool were designed to quantify these classroom interactions that promote discussion where students’ personal explanations and observations are tested against the perceptions and contributions of the broader group and scientific community.
The amount of variance that the DF variable accounted for in IASci was at a very significant level, suggesting that the dialogic teacher feedback tool may be useful to researchers who want to quantify dialogic interactions. Having a way to quantify a teacher’s ability to enact dialogic interactions may be useful to researchers as they continue to investigate the effects dialogic feedback has on student learning.

Judgment accuracy. Whereas the findings of this study did not support the predictive value of judgment accuracy in providing dialogic feedback or student science achievement outcomes, JA should still be of interest to science education researchers due to the focus of student-centered curricula in contemporary science research. One way this information could be valuable to researchers in higher education is by emphasizing the topic of teacher knowledge of learners to pre-service teachers. Some researchers investigating pedagogical content knowledge have found that novice teachers tend to rely on content knowledge as a focus of their lessons (e.g., McConnell, Parker, & Eberhardt, 2013; Park & Chen, 2012). If knowledge of student knowledge is an area that receives more attention in science education and educational psychology courses, pre-service teachers may enter the field with a greater appreciation for this knowledge base.

In addition to helping pre-service teachers, the results of the study may prompt further research of JA in science education. A large number of science education researchers use Vygotsky’s social constructivism theory as the theoretical base for their research designs. Central to Vygotsky’s theory is the Zone of Proximal Development where students negotiate meaning through the inter- and intra-psychological planes. One of the main reasons the JA variable was evaluated in this study was to get a sense of how
accurate teachers were at capturing their students’ thought process that was occurring during these interactions. Being able to quantify an estimate of a teachers’ ability to gauge their students’ thinking as they embark on this complicated endeavor is something that has not been researched in science education and warrants further investigation.

**Recommendations for Teachers**

**Dialogic feedback.** The DF tool could be useful to teachers as they learn new ways to teach science that focus on dialogic interactions between the teacher and students. A common way in-service teachers learn new teaching approaches is through professional development. The DF measure could be used as an assessment tool in professional development workshops attempting to improve teachers’ dialogic interactions with students. One of the most difficult aspects of professional development is taking the information learned and implementing it in the actual classroom (Cantrell & Hughes, 2008; Franke, Carpenter, Levi, & Fennema, 2001; Loucks-Horsley, 1998). Contemporary science standards in the United States (i.e., NGSS) place a premium on student-centered negotiation and ask teachers to enact a pedagogy that promotes dialogic interactions. The increased focus on providing students opportunities to develop negotiation skills in science has led to a greater need for quality professional development for teachers. Many current teachers did not participate as students in science learning situations characterized by pedagogy consistent with the methods they are being encouraged to utilize. Consequently, these teachers find calls to change their teaching approach disconcerting because of an uncomfortable feeling with the teaching practices due to their own experiences learning science as a student.
The DF tool could be used by teachers as a self-evaluation tool as they implement a teaching approach that may be, initially, difficult to master. The DF tool captures actual teacher interactions instead of vague, value judgments like other observation protocols. The specificity of these interactions could potentially serve as “training steps” as teachers learn how to blend their personal epistemological beliefs with the teaching approach outlined in this chapter.

**Future Research**

There are a number of potential follow up studies that could be conducted based on this thesis. First, further studies about potential moderator or mediator effects occurring between the two predictor variables should be conducted. If the study was recreated with a larger sample size and better screening for the JA task (pre-test) the results could be generalized with more confidence.

Additional follow up studies that use a less specific JA measure to determine if any interaction effects occur may also be conducted. It is possible that a more global prediction task (e.g., percentage correct) has the capability to measure a teachers’ ability to accurately group students by level of understanding of the science content. The specific attention that the teacher provides each group may be a key aspect of instruction that helps the student learn.

There are also many questions about how teachers gain knowledge of their learners. It would be interesting to interview some of the teachers who had a combination of high DF and JA, and had students who scored high on IASci. Qualitative research may
help find patterns of knowledge acquisition. These patterns could be used to design larger quantitative studies. It would also be interesting to replicate the study and ask teachers to make predictions of assessment that were not as standardized as the one used in this study to see if the scores on the judgment accuracy measure would vary due to the potential access to personalized knowledge of students potentially gained by teachers during the dialogic interactions.

Finally, further research should be conducted on the dialogic teacher feedback tool used in the study. The DF measure was a significant predictor of IASci, and further tests of validity should be conducted to determine if the tool is as effective predicting outcomes in other settings as it was in the study. A high quality observation tool would be a valuable contribution to the science education research community and it would be useful to practitioners who are learning how to include dialogic feedback as a part of their instruction.

As an afterword I wanted to mention, a well-designed dissertation should set a scholar’s research agenda as he or she enters the academic community (Bolker, 1998). This study has not only been beneficial as a learning tool on how to conduct quality research, it also has left many questions unanswered and provides an opportunity to contribute to the field of science education and judgment accuracy. The process has been challenging, but I now feel prepared to enter the academic community with the tools necessary to become a successful researcher.
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APPENDIX A

TEACHER FEEDBACK OBSERVATION TOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogic Teaching Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialogic: Teacher and students consider a range of ideas. If the level of discourse is high, they pose genuine questions as they explore and work on different points of view. If the level of discourse is low, the different ideas are simply made available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A-Development of the views shared by the scientific community. Shifting from an everyday view to a scientific view.</th>
<th>B-Facilitating Dialogue</th>
<th>C-Providing Opportunities for reflection</th>
<th>D-Establishing classroom environment.</th>
<th>E-Developing understanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 A-1 A-3</td>
<td>B-1 B-2 B-3</td>
<td>C-1 C-2 C-3</td>
<td>D-1 D-2 D-3</td>
<td>E-1 E-2 E-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A1 - Asks students if their ideas fit under the “Big Idea”

A2 - Asks students to compare their views with the views of the scientific community

A3 - Asks student for clarification of their claim

B-1 - Asks students to directly address another student. (“Can you answer her question?”)

B-2 - Asks students to make connections between more than one discussion point (Example: How do you think energy and force are related?)

B-3 - Focuses the conversation on a topic/question/claim raised by another student.

C-1 - Asks student to reflect on their views (have they changed?) written or oral.

C-2 - Asks students to make consensus making statements based on peer dialogue. (Do you agree with what your classmate said?)
C-3- Asks students if they agree with the statements of expert (The book says _____, can you show me evidence of this?)

D-1- Asks students to recognize alternative points of view.

D-2- Teacher asks students to provide evidence that supports their claims

D-3- Teacher does not correct the view of a student even when it does not agree with the view of the scientific community.

E-1- Teacher asks students to raise questions or explain observations

E-2- Asks students for personal interpretation.

E-3- Asks student to use their schema to make a hypothesis or share ideas before any science content is shared.
APPENDIX B

EXAMPLE OF BASIC-CONTENT LEVEL QUESTION

What is the formula for density?

a) Density = buoyancy / weight

b) Density = mass / volume

c) Density = buoyancy / mass

d) Density = weight / volume
APPENDIX C

EXAMPLE OF PHENOMENOLOGICAL LEVEL QUESTION

In the experiment above all three balls have the same density. What can you tell me about the density of the three liquids?

A. Liquid A is less than liquid B
B. Liquid C is greater than liquid B
C. Liquid B is less than liquid A
D. Liquid C is greater than liquid A
APPENDIX D

EXAMPLE OF RULE-BASED QUESTION

What do hot air in the atmosphere and hollow Ping-Pong balls in a bucket of water have in common?

A. Both have a white color
B. Both move fast because of they have low density
C. Both have densities that are higher than their medium.
D. Both rise to the top of their medium because of their low density
APPENDIX E

SAMPLE OF TEACHER HIT-RATE JA FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student 1</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem 1</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 2</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 3</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 4</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 5</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 6</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 7</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 8</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem 9</td>
<td>Correct Y or N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# APPENDIX F

**TOLERANCE, VIP, SKEW, AND KURTOSIS MEASUREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tol</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>1.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>.878</td>
<td>1.139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>